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Abstract
Supervisory control theory (SCT) is a formal model-based methodology for verification and synthesis of supervisors for discrete event systems (DES). The main goal is
to guarantee that the closed-loop system fulfills given specifications. SCT has great
promise to assist engineers with the generation of reliable control functions. This is,
for instance, beneficial to manufacturing systems where both products and production
equipment might change frequently.
The industrial acceptance of SCT, however, has been limited for at least two
reasons: (i) the analysis of DES involves an intrinsic difficulty known as the statespace explosion problem, which makes the explicit enumeration of enormous statespaces for industrial systems intractable; (ii) the synthesized supervisor, represented
as a deterministic finite automaton (FA) or an extended finite automaton (EFA), is
not straightforward to implement in an industrial controller.
In this thesis, to address the aforementioned issues, we study the modeling, synthesis and supervisor representation of DES using binary decision diagrams (BDDs), a
compact data structure for representing DES models symbolically. We propose different kinds of BDD-based algorithms for exploring the symbolically represented statespaces in an effort to improve the abilities of existing supervisor synthesis approaches
to handle large-scale DES and represent the obtained supervisors appropriately.
Following this spirit, we bring the efficiencies of BDD into a particular DES application domain – deadlock avoidance for resource allocation systems (RAS) – a problem
that arises in many technological systems including flexible manufacturing systems
and multi-threaded software. We propose a framework for the effective and computationally efficient development of the maximally permissive deadlock avoidance policy
(DAP) for various RAS classes. Besides the employment of symbolic computation,
special structural properties that are possessed by RAS are utilized by the symbolic
algorithms to gain additional efficiencies in the computation of the sought DAP. Furthermore, to bridge the gap between the BDD-based representation of the target DAP
and its actual industrial realization, we extend this work by introducing a procedure
that generates a set of “guard” predicates to represent the resulting DAP.
The work presented in this thesis has been implemented in the SCT tool Supremica. Computational benchmarks have manifested the superiority of the proposed
algorithms with respect to the previously published results. Hence, the work holds
a strong potential for providing robust, practical and efficient solutions to a broad
range of supervisory control and deadlock avoidance problems that are experienced
in the considered DES application domain.
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Part I
Introductory Chapters

Chapter 1
Introduction
In the aftermath of the revolution in computer technology, society nowadays is dependent on dedicated computer-aided systems more than ever to assist us in almost
every aspect of daily life. From the very moment of waking up in the morning, we
are surrounded with different hardware and software systems such as mobile phones,
transportation facilities, communication tools, e-commerce systems, etc.
As such computer-aided devices and automation systems are widely used, designing reliable control logic is of paramount importance. While we may afford minor
malfunctioning behavior occurring in our phones or personal computers, high demand
on dependability and safety must be put in the design phase of certain critical systems such as air planes, industrial production systems or power plants, where failures
might lead to loss of life and economic damages. A recent example of such a failure is
the Ariane-5 rocket [1], that exploded on June 4, 1996, less than forty seconds after it
was launched. The accident was caused by a software error in the computer that was
responsible for calculating the rocket’s movement. During the launch, an exception
occurred when a large 64-bit floating-point number was converted to a 16-bit signed
integer. The floating-point number that was converted had a value greater than what
could be represented by a 16-bit signed integer. This resulted in an operand error.
The same error also caused the backup computer to fail. As a result, incorrect attitude data was transmitted to the on-board computer, which caused the destruction
of the rocket.
The increasing reliance on safety- and business-critical applications necessitates
the development of formal methods for the rigorous modeling of the considered system and the accurate assessment of its associated properties. With respect to the
modeling, classical control theory deals with systems whose behavior can be modeled
using differential or difference equations. On the other hand, at a certain level of
abstraction, the logical behavior of systems like automated manufacturing systems,
computer networks and embedded control systems can be modeled as sequences of
events. A system, characterized by a set of states, where the state evolution depends
entirely on the occurrence of asynchronous events at discrete points in time, is referred to as a discrete event system (DES) [2], which is the scope of this thesis. A
comprehensible example is the traffic light system, that can be modeled as a DES
1

Chapter 1. Introduction

consisting of three states denoting either green, yellow or red, and a series of events
indicating the alternation between the lights, e.g., the light turns green to yellow.
In the last two decades, research in formal methods has led to some promising
methodologies that ease the burden of designing reliable systems. One approach towards the correctness of computer-based systems is model checking [3, 4], a formal
verification technique allowing for properties of the considered system to be automatically verified on the basis of its model. Model checking usually terminates with a
yes or no answer to the satisfiability of the model with respect to given specifications. Synthesis, on the other hand, can directly construct a desirable system where
specifications are fulfilled. In 1987, Ramadge and Wonham proposed a model-based
framework called supervisory control theory (SCT) [5, 6] for the automatic generation
of reliable control logic, referred to as the supervisor, for DES. Having a model of
the system to be controlled, the plant, and the model of the intended behavior of the
controlled system, the specification, a supervisor can be automatically synthesized to
control the plant according to the specification. In SCT, a supervisor is assumed to
be maximally permissive in the sense that it restricts the plant behavior only when
it is necessary. Furthermore, the SCT framework is facilitated by adopting graphical
modeling formalisms such as Petri nets (PNs) [7], finite automata (FA) [2], extended
finite automata (EFA) [8], that connect more explicitly the representation of the system behavior to the underlying system structure, and they are, thus, more compact
and more amenable to processing during the synthesis phases.
In this thesis, besides studying and developing efficient supervisor synthesis in
SCT for general DES, we also focus on a particular DES application domain – deadlock avoidance for resource allocation systems (RAS) [9]. In its basic positioning,
this problem concerns the coordinated allocation of the system resources to a set of
concurrently executing processes so that every process can eventually proceed to its
completion. In particular, by utilizing the information about the current allocation of
the system resources and the available knowledge about the structure of the executing process types, the applied control policy avoids the visitation of RAS states from
which deadlock is inevitable. From an application standpoint, the need for deadlock
avoidance arises in many contemporary systems, including material flow control of
flexible automated production systems [10, 11, 12], traffic management of unmanned
discrete material handling systems [13, 14, 15], traffic control of railway and urban
monorail transport systems [16], and the lock allocation that takes place among the
various threads of parallelized computer programs [17, 18].
The deadlock avoidance problem can be characterized in the classical SCT framework in a straightforward manner, through (i) expressing the underlying resource
allocation dynamics into a deterministic finite automaton, and (ii) requesting the
confinement of the RAS behavior to the subspace of this FA that is defined by its
maximal strongly connected component that contains the system state where the
RAS is idle and empty of any jobs. In fact, this characterization of the problem and
its solution establishes also a notion of optimality for the considered problem, since
the resulting policy prevents the formation of deadlock while retaining the maximum
possible behavior for the underlying RAS.
2
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1.1

Challenges

SCT has gained a lot of focus within the academic community, though its industrial
acceptance has been scarce. This is a pity, since SCT has showed great promise
when it comes to aiding the design and development of industrial control systems.
We believe that the reasons for the scarce industrial acceptance of SCT are two-fold.
One reason is the necessity to be able to treat systems of industrially interesting sizes.
The other is how to efficiently represent the synthesized supervisor.
While normally a given DES application can be modeled as interacting components with each having a manageable size, the standard synthesis needs to consider
the interactions of all components in order to explore possible global states, also referred to as the state-space. However, industrial systems nowadays are becoming
more and more complex and each subsystem may consist of many interacting components. Synthesizing supervisors for such complex applications through the explicit
state-space enumeration quickly becomes a serious impediment. As a matter of fact,
the supervisor synthesis problem is NP-hard [19], and thus, it suffers from an inherent difficulty known as the state-space explosion problem, which makes the explicit
enumeration of enormous state-spaces for industrial systems intractable due to lack
of memory and time. To alleviate the state-space explosion problem, a well-known
strategy is to represent the state-space of the considered DES symbolically. Here
symbolic representation implies that the state-space is expressed by means of logic
constraints or special data structures, which makes it possible to manipulate sets of
states rather than single states. One such compact and efficient data structure that
is employed in the thesis is the binary decision diagram (BDD) [20, 21], which, under
the right conditions, can reach logarithmic compression of the involved state-spaces
[21]. Nevertheless, the effective deployment of BDD-based symbolic computation in
supervisory control remains a non-trivial task. A straightforward transformation from
the explicit state-space enumeration into a BDD-based computation scheme does not
result in a synthesis procedure that performs well on relevant problems. Hence, there
is a need to develop more intelligent symbolic algorithms where the modularity and
structure of DES are exploited more thoroughly.
In addition, even if the computation efficiency brought by the application of BDD
makes it possible to synthesize the supervisor for a given industrial application, the
supervisor will be symbolically represented as a BDD. Conceptually this symbolic representation of the obtained supervisor lies very far from the actual implementation in
an industrial controller, such as a programmable logic controller (PLC). Since the original system models have been reformulated and encoded, it is cumbersome to relate
each state with the corresponding BDD variables. Furthermore, the resultant control
logic is of centralized nature, a feature that can be deemed as limiting/undesirable in
the context of certain applications. These unsolved issues regarding the representation of the synthesized supervisor further prevents acceptance by industrial engineers
who are typically not accustomed to DES or SCT. Therefore, it would be better if
the representation of the supervisor lies closer to its actual implementation.
3
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1.2

Objectives

Many contemporary computer-aided systems such as flexible manufacturing systems,
communication systems and transportation systems can at some level of abstraction
be described by events that model the transitions between different discrete states.
Normally, industrial systems are complex and manual approaches are time-consuming,
error prone and not practically feasible. Therefore, automated methodologies such as
SCT are desired. On the other hand, to be able to design and implement consistent
and reliable control functions for complex industrial applications, it is necessary to
develop algorithms that have good performance and scalability.
The first objective of this thesis is to develop and enhance BDD-based symbolic algorithms for the computationally efficient development of control logic for large-scale
DES to guarantee that the behaviors of systems fulfill given specifications. Having
modeling the considered plant and specifications by using the provided modeling formalisms, the proposed symbolic algorithms encode the obtained model and represent
its global behavior as a number of BDDs. The SCT analysis such as verification and
synthesis then can be performed symbolically on these BDDs through the usage of
the techniques developed in the thesis.
While the approaches mentioned above are targeted for the supervisor synthesis
of general DES, this thesis also focuses on one particular DES application domain,
i.e., deadlock avoidance for RAS. Briefly speaking, RAS characterize a broad class of
applications where the underlying operations can be abstracted to a set of processes
that contest for the engagement of the system reusable resources. In this thesis, we
aim at developing a framework for the efficient synthesis of the maximally permissive
DAP for RAS. Besides the employment of symbolic computation, additional efficiencies for the proposed symbolic algorithms are obtained through the exploitation of
the structural properties possessed by the considered RAS classes.
The second objective of the thesis is to represent the result obtained from the
proposed symbolic algorithms in a more comprehensible and transparent manner.
On a basis of the previously developed procedure that generates Boolean conditions,
referred to as guards, to represent the behavior of the synthesized supervisors, the
thesis achieves this objective in two directions. For general DES, the guard generation
procedure is tailored to work with the proposed symbolic algorithms in order to make
it more applicable for industrial systems. By exploiting the structural properties of
RAS, the guard generation procedure is extended to generate more comprehensible
guards from the maximally permissive DAP.

1.3

Contributions

In the light of the above objectives for tackling the mentioned challenges that prevent
SCT from having an industrial breakthrough, the thesis has the following contributions:
• It suggests and benchmarks several ways to partition and explore the symbolic
4
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representation of state-space under full synchronous composition of deterministic FA and/or EFA, such that the intermediate blow up of internal nodes in
the BDD representation is kept small (Paper 1 and Paper 2).
• It adapts the suggested symbolic synthesis algorithms to the guard generation
procedure, making them more applicable for industrially interesting applications. That is, simplified guards can be directly generated from the partitioned
presentation of the state-space and attached to the original DES model (Paper 1).
• It introduces a modeling procedure for recasting the dynamics of RAS instances
into the EFA modeling framework. This procedure is extended for transforming
a special class of Petri nets, Gadara nets [22], that model the primitive lock acquisition and release operations of multithreaded programs, into the equivalent
EFA models (Paper 3 and Paper 5).
• It proposes a series of BDD-based symbolic algorithms for the effective and
computationally efficient development of the maximally permissive deadlock
avoidance policy (DAP) for various RAS classes (Paper 3 and Paper 4).
• It extends the guard generation procedure by utilizing a monotonicity property
possessed within the structure of RAS. By attaching them to the original RASmodeling EFA, the generated predicates guard transitions to the RAS states
that dominate some elements in the underlying state set (Paper 5).
• It implements all the proposed approaches and algorithms in Supremica [23,
24, 25], a software tool for automatic verification, synthesis and simulation of
discrete event systems.

1.4

Outline

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I serves as a general introduction to this
field and puts the appended papers in context. Part II contains the appended papers
that constitute the base of the thesis. In Part I, Chapter 2 presents the background
material on discrete event systems in general, with focus on the supervisory control
theory. Chapter 3 focuses on one discrete event system application domain, deadlock
avoidance for resource allocation systems. Chapter 4 gives a overview of symbolic
computation using binary decision diagrams for supervisor computation and representation. Through illustrating a number of examples, the chapter informally presents
some of the symbolic algorithms that are introduced in the appended papers. A summary of contributions in the appended papers is provided in Chapter 6. Finally, some
concluding remarks and future work are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Supervisory Control Theory
Discrete event systems (DES) are abstractions of real systems such as manufacturing,
traffic control, material handling and embedded systems. DES behaviors are typically
modeled in terms of states and events; states represent certain situations under which
specific properties hold, while events represent significant occurrences that change
those properties. A DES occupies a single state out of its many possible ones at each
time instant, and transits to another on the occurrence of an event. Modeling DES
has been facilitated by formalisms such as finite automata (FA) [2], extended finite
automata (EFA) [8], Petri nets (PNs) [26, 2] and process algebra [27, 28] that connect
more explicitly the representation of DES to the underlying system structure.
A main purpose of having DES models is the analysis and design of control functions to achieve some desired behavior. A supervisor is a control device for DES that
through interaction with the controlled process dynamically restricts events from occurring, so as to keep the closed-loop system within a desired specification. In this
way, the supervisor is a safety device; certain activities (events) are hindered from
occurring in order to guarantee the safety of the considered system. However, at the
same time as it prevents bad things from occurring, the supervisor must allow good
things to occur.
Supervisory control theory (SCT) [5, 6, 29, 2], initiated by Ramadge and Wonham
in the 80’s, is a model-based formal framework for the automatic design of supervisors
for DES, such that this supervisor interacting with the plant forms a closed-loop
system that is, according to a given specification, correct by construction.
Though SCT has gained a lot of attention within the academic research communities, its industrial acceptance has been scarce. This is a pity, since SCT has a
lot to offer when it comes to structuring and supporting the development of control
functions for industrial applications. Probable reasons for the scarce industrial acceptance of SCT are two. One is the necessity to be able to model and analyze systems
of practical sizes. The other is the representation of the synthesized supervisor.
This chapter introduces a set of preliminaries that are used in this thesis to model
DES and synthesize supervisors. In particular, Section 2.1 starts with a discussion
of two modeling formalisms. This is followed by Section 2.2 explaining supervisory
control theory and the basic algorithms for synthesizing supervisors. With respect
7
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to the issues that prevent SCT from having an industrial breakthrough, Section 2.3
overviews a number of various approaches and techniques developed by the research
communities aiming for addressing these issues. Finally, Section 2.4 closes the chapter
with a short summary and some comments on the appended papers that are related
to the discussions of this chapter.

2.1

Modeling Formalisms

There are a certain number of modeling formalisms that can be used to model DES.
In this thesis we focus on two of them, finite automata (FA) and extended finite automata (EFA). FA are intuitive, easy to use, since states and transitions are explicitly
represented. As used originally in [5], they not only conform well with SCT but also
have strong theoretical and practical properties developed over years. EFA are a variant of ordinary FA where integer variables are introduced to improve the compactness
of DES models. This richer structure, though with equal expressive power, enables
the representation of the DES behavior in a conciser manner than the ordinary FA.
In general, DES can be non-deterministic, meaning that the occurrence of an event
may lead the considered system to different states due to some internal, unobservable
behavior. For DES with deterministic behaviors, on the other hand, next states are
uniquely determined by the current states of the system and the events that are
enabled from them. In this thesis, we are interested in deterministic systems, and
hence, all models used in this work are considered to be deterministic.

2.1.1

Deterministic Finite Automata

Definition 2.1. [2] A deterministic finite automaton, denoted by A, is a six-tuple
A = (Q, Σ, δ, Γ, q0 , Qm )
where:
- Q is the finite set of states.
- Σ is the finite set of events, also known as the alphabet of A.
- δ : Q × Σ → Q is the transition function: δ(q, σ) = q 0 , means that there is a
transition labeled by event σ from source state q to target state q 0 ; in general,
δ is a partial function.
- Γ : Q → 2Σ is the active event function; Γ(q) is the set of all events σ for which
δ(q, σ) is defined and it is called the active event set of A at state q.
- q0 is the initial state.
- Qm ⊆ Q is the set of marked states.
8
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For the sake of convenience, the word automata will be used to refer to deterministic finite automata in the sequel.
In Definition 2.1, the inclusion of Γ in A is superfluous in the sense that Γ can
be derived from δ. For this reason, we will sometimes omit explicitly writing Γ when
specifying an automaton if the active event set function is not central to the discussion.
For computational considerations, the transition function δ of an automaton A
sometimes is better to be formulated as the transition relation. The elements hq, σ, q 0 i
are said to be related if and only if there is a transition from q to q 0 by the event σ.
Therefore, the transition relation of automaton A, denoted by 7→, can be defined as
follows:
7→ = {hq, σ, q 0 i ∈ Q × Σ × Q | δ(q, σ) = q 0 }.
A finite sequence of events is called a string of events. An empty string is denoted
by ε and all possible strings consisting of events from the alphabet Σ is denoted by
Σ∗ . Through the usage of strings of events, we can conveniently extend δ from domain
Q × Σ to domain Q × Σ∗ in the following recursive manner:
δ(q, ε) = q
δ(q, sσ) = δ(δ(q, s), σ) for s ∈ Σ∗ and σ ∈ Σ.
Frequently, a DES can be modeled by a set of FA. The monolithic system is then
a composition of these subsystems. We will model the composition of two FA A1
and A2 by the full synchronous composition (FSC) [30], denoted by A1 ||A2 . In the
FSC of two FA, a common event is enabled if and only if it is enabled by each of the
composed FA.
m
2
Definition 2.2. [30] Let A1 = (Q1 , Σ1 , δ1 , Γ1 , q01 , Qm
1 ) and A2 = (Q2 , Σ2 , δ2 , Γ2 , q0 , Q2 )
be two automata. The full synchronous composition, FSC, of A1 and A2 is defined as
m
A1 ||A2 = (Q1 × Q2 , Σ1 ∪ Σ2 , δ1||2 , Γ1||2 , (q01 , q02 ), Qm
1 × Q2 )

where δ1||2 is defined as

δ1||2 ((p, q), σ) =













(p0 , q 0 )
(p0 , q)
(p, q 0 )
undefined

if σ ∈ (Σ1 ∩ Σ2 ), δ1 (p, σ) = p0 , δ2 (q, σ) = q 0 .
if σ ∈ (Σ1 \Σ2 ), δ1 (p, σ) = p0 .
if σ ∈ (Σ2 \Σ1 ), δ2 (q, σ) = q 0 .
otherwise.

The active event set Γ1||2 follows from the definition of δ1||2 and is given by
Γ1||2 ((p, q)) = (Γ1 (p) ∩ Γ2 (q)) ∪ (Γ1 (p)\Σ2 ) ∪ (Γ2 (q)\Σ1 ).
The FSC operator is both associative and commutative [2], and hence, can be
extended to compose an arbitrary number of automata in a straightforward way.
We should notice from Definition 2.2 that after composition, the size of A1 ||A2 ,
in terms of the number of reachable states, in the worst case is |Q1 | × |Q2 |. Suppose
that we compose n automata with the number of states in each automaton being
9
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player1rm2
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(a) Stick automaton where the state Stick0 is marked.
player1rm1
player1rm2
player2rm1
player2rm2
Player1

Player2

(b) Player automaton where the state Player2 is marked.

Figure 2.1: FA model of the stick-picking game in Example 2.1
k. The number of states of A1 || . . . ||An in the worst case is then equal to k n . This
means that the number of states grows exponentially as the number of components
increases. We will now illustrate how FA can be used to model a simple game.
Example 2.1. DES modeling using deterministic FA is exemplified by a simple strategy game, called the stick-picking game. There are five sticks on the table, and two
players take turns by removing one or two sticks from the table. The winner is the
player who takes the last stick.
Figure 2.1 shows a way to model the stick-picking by deterministic FA. The depicted FA model consists of two automata that respectively capture the dynamics
of the sticks and the turn-taking between two players in the game. As an example, the Stick automaton in Figure 2.1a models the way the number of sticks decreases as the game progresses, and it operates as follows. It starts in the initial
state Stick5 representing the initial five sticks. Upon the occurrence of an event
in Γ(Stick5) = {player1rm1, player1rm2, player2rm1, player2rm2}, the automaton
will either transit to state Stick4 or state Stick3 depending on one or two sticks are
picked from the table. This process then continues until the marked state Stick0 is
finally reached. The complete (monolithic) behavior can be acquired by performing
the FSC on the two automata, as shown later in Figure 2.4.

2.1.2

Extended Finite Automata

Extended finite automata (EFA) [8] are an augmentation of the ordinary FA with
integer variables that are employed in a set of guard predicates and are maintained
by a set of actions. A transition in an EFA is enabled if and only if its corresponding
10
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guard is true. Once a transition is taken, updating actions on the set of variables
may follow. By utilizing these two mechanisms, an EFA can represent the modeled
behavior in a conciser manner than the ordinary FA.
Definition 2.3. Let v = (v1 , . . . , vn ) be a set of global variables, with each variable
vi ∈ v having the finite domain Di . An extended finite automaton over the variable
set v, denoted by E, is a five-tuple
E = (Q, Σ, →, q0 , Qm )
where:
- Q : L × D is the extended finite set of states. L is the finite set of the model
locations and D = D1 × . . . × Dn is the finite domain of the model variables v.
- Σ is the finite set of events, also known as the alphabet of E.
- → ⊆ L × Σ × G × A × L is the transition relation, describing a set of transitions
that take place among the model locations upon the occurrence of certain events.
However, these transitions are further qualified by G, which is a set of guard
predicates defined on D = D1 × . . . × Dn , and by A, which is a collection of
actions that update the variables as a consequence of an occurring transition.
Each action a ∈ A is an n-tuple of functions (a1 , . . . , an ), with each function ai
updating the corresponding variable vi .
- q0 = (`0 , v0 ) ∈ L × D is the initial state, where `0 is the initial location, while
v0 denotes the vector of the initial values for the variables v.
- Qm ⊆ Lm × Dm ⊆ Q is the set of marked states. Lm ⊆ L is the set of the
marked locations and Dm ⊆ D denotes the set of the vectors of marked values
for the variables v.
σ

In the following, we shall use the notation ` →g/a `0 as an abbreviation for
(`, σ, g, a, `0 ) ∈ →. Also, the symbol ξ will be used to denote neutral actions that
do not update the value of the corresponding variables; i.e., if ai = ξ, action ai does
not update the variable vi in v.
For analysis and synthesis purposes, the EFA model in Definition 2.3 is now formulated as an explicit state transition model according to the following definition.
Definition 2.4. The explicit state transition model of EFA E = (Q, Σ, →, q0 , Qm )
over v = (v1 , . . . , vn ), denoted by EST(E), is a five-tuple
EST(E) = (Q, Σ, 7→, q0 , Qm )
where 7→ ⊆ L × D × Σ × L × D is an explicit state transition relation defined as:
σ

7→ = {(`, v, σ, `0 , v 0 ) | ` →g/a `0 ∈→, v |= g, v 0 = a(v)}.
11
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That is, if g holds for the current values of the variables v, i.e., v |= g, the transition
σ
` →g/a `0 can be taken and the values of v are consequently updated by the action a,
i.e, v 0 = a(v). Note that if variable vi ∈ v is not updated, i.e., ai = ξ, then vi0 = vi .
σ
For notational convenience, we shall let 7→`→
denote the explicit representation
`0
g/a

σ

for the transition ` →g/a `0 ∈→.
An EFA E is deterministic, if whenever there exist (`, v, σ, `0 , v 0 ) ∈ 7→E and
(`, v, σ, `00 , v 00 ) ∈ 7→E , then we always have (`0 , v 0 ) = (`00 , v 00 ). As mentioned earlier, since we merely focus on deterministic systems, in the sequel, we simply write
EFA for deterministic EFA for brevity.

player1rm1
stick > 0
stick = stick − 1

player2rm1
stick > 0
stick = stick − 1

Player1

Player2

player1rm2
stick > 1
stick = stick − 2

player2rm2
stick > 1
stick = stick − 2

Figure 2.2: EFA model of the stick-picking game where the number of sticks is modeled as a variable stick with 5 as the initial value and 0 as the marked value.
Example 2.2. Figure 2.2 shows an EFA model for the stick-picking game introduced
in Example 2.1. The depicted EFA contains two locations representing the respective
turn of the two players in the game. Each location has two outgoing transitions labeled
by events corresponding to the options of removing one or two sticks. Furthermore,
an integer variable stick is introduced to count the number of sticks on the table.
The guard predicates over the variable stick determine when the respective events
are possible; the actions update the values of this variable when players remove sticks.
To illustrate how a transition of an EFA is represented as its explicit state transition(s), we take the upper right transition of Figure 2.2 as an example. This transition
can lead to the following four explicit transitions:
(Player1, stick = 5, player1rm2, Player2, stick = 3),
(Player1, stick = 4, player1rm2, Player2, stick = 2),
(Player1, stick = 3, player1rm2, Player2, stick = 1),
(Player1, stick = 2, player1rm2, Player2, stick = 0).
Analogous to the FSC for FA in Definition 2.2, the composition of two EFA is
defined as the extended full synchronous composition. It is assumed that the variables
are shared by all EFA with the same initial and marked values.
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2
m
Definition 2.5. Let E1 = (Q1 , Σ1 , →1 , q01 , Qm
1 ) and E2 = (Q2 , Σ2 , →2 , q0 , Q2 ) be two
EFA with a common variable set v = (v1 , . . . , vn ). The extended full synchronous
composition (EFSC) of E1 and E2 is defined as

E1 ||E2 = (Q1||2 , Σ1 ∪ Σ2 , →1||2 , (q01 , q02 ), Qm
1||2 )
m
m
m
1
1 1
2
2 2
where Q1||2 : L1 × L2 × D, Qm
1||2 : L1 × L2 × D , q0 = (`0 , v0 ) and q0 = (`0 , v0 ) with
σ
v01 = v02 , and the transition (`1 , `2 ) →g/a (`01 , `02 ) ∈→1||2 is defined by the following
three rules:
σ

σ

- If σ ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2 and `1 →g1 /a1 `01 ∈→E1 and `2 →g2 /a2 `02 ∈→E2 are action
consistent, then
– g = g1 ∧ g2,
– each action function ai of a is defined as







ai = 





a1i
a1i
a2i
ξ

if
if
if
if

a1i
a1i
a1i
a1i

6 ξ
=
6= ξ
=ξ
=ξ

and
and
and
and

a2i
a2i
a2i
a2i

6 ξ,
=
= ξ,
6= ξ,
= ξ.

σ

- If σ ∈ Σ1 \Σ2 and `1 →g1 /a1 `01 ∈→E1 then g = g 1 and a = a1 and `02 = `2 .
σ

- If σ ∈ Σ2 \Σ1 and `2 →g2 /a2 `02 ∈→E2 then g = g 2 and a = a2 and `01 = `1 .
σ

σ

The transitions `1 →g1 /a1 `01 ∈→E1 and `2 →g2 /a2 `02 ∈→E2 are action consistent
if a1i 6= ξ and a2i 6= ξ, then a1i (v) = a2i (v) for all v ∈ D, i = 1, . . . , n. Note that if two
transitions update any variable vi to different values, then the composed transition is
not defined. A good modeling practice is that for each variable and for each event,
only one EFA is allowed to update the variable with the event, while the same variable
can be updated in different EFA with any other event. In this case, the actions are
structurally action consistent. Furthermore, the EFSC operator is both commutative
and associative [31], and thus it can be extended to handle an arbitrary number of
EFA.

2.2

Supervisory Control Theory

Given a model of the system to be controlled, the plant, and a specification of the
desired controlled behavior, supervisory control theory (SCT) [5, 6, 29, 2] provides
a formal framework to automatically compute, that is, synthesize, a supervisor that
interacts with the plant to restrict the behavior such that the specification is satisfied.
Typically a plant is described by a number of sub-plants G1 , . . . , Gn , and the
monolithic plant G is then given by G1 || . . . ||Gn . Similarly, the specification K is
typically described as a set of sub-specifications, K = K1 || . . . ||Km .
An important feature of the SCT is the partitioning of events as controllable or
uncontrollable. The alphabet of a system thus can be partitioned into two disjoint
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subsets Σc and Σu , which denote the set of controllable events and the set of uncontrollable events, respectively. Note that only controllable events can be prevented
from occurring by the supervisor.
Supervisor

Σ = Σ c ∪ Σu

f (·)

Plant
Figure 2.3: The feedback loop of the plant and the supervisor in SCT
Figure 2.3 shows the feedback loop of the plant and the supervisor. In SCT, the
plant is assumed to generate all events; the supervisor, as a function f (·) of the observed sequence of events, can enable or disable any controllable event activated by
the plant. Typically it is possible to supervise a given system in many ways, and
thus, the supervisor to be synthesized can have multiple realizations depending how
restrictive or permissive it is. For instance, supervisors that do not allow anything to
happen might also fulfill the specification in the sense that the plant is not allowed
to do anything outside the specification. However, such supervisors are not useful.
Supervisors in SCT are assumed to be maximally permissive, which means that plants
are given the greatest amount of freedom to generate events and controllable events
are only disabled when necessary in order to prevent systems from reaching undesirable states where a specification is violated. The relevant literature has established
conditions under which such a supervisor exists and it is unique with respect to a
given plant and specification [32]. Unless otherwise noted, in this work we will only
consider synthesis of supervisors with maximally permissive closed-loop behavior.

2.2.1

Supervisor Synthesis for Deterministic FA

In the Ramadge & Wonham work [5], the supervisor was realized as a control map
Γ : Q → 2Σ . Unfortunately, the presented method for realizing such control map is
inefficient. In [33] it was shown that the interaction between the plant and the supervisor can be modeled by the FSC defined in Definition 2.2. That is, the supervisor can
also be considered as a deterministic FA. When a supervisor S supervises a plant G,
the behavior that S will try to enforce is G||S. Notably, if S is not designed properly,
some parts of the plant may not be amenable to the control imposed by S, so the
actual behavior may be different. This is the reason why S should be synthesized
using formal methods that guarantee that S never tries to control the parts of the
plant that can not be controlled or, in other words, that the closed-loop behavior
really is G||S. In this thesis, we assume that the supervisor always refines the plant,
that is, S is structurally equivalent to G||S.
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In addition to the basic property that the plant G under the control of the supervisor S should fulfill the given specification K, typically, there are two additional
properties that supervisors are desired to have: non-blocking and controllable.
Non-blocking
Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0 , Qm ) be a deterministic finite automaton. A state q ∈ Q is said
to be coreachable to Qm if
∃s ∈ Σ∗ and qm ∈ Qm , such that δ(q, s) = qm .
An automaton is said to be non-blocking if all of its states are coreachable to Qm . In
other words, an automaton is non-blocking if for every state there exists a path to
some marked state.
Controllability
Let G and K be two deterministic finite automata and Σu be the set of uncontrollable
events. A state (p, q) ∈ QG × QK is controllable if
∀σ ∈ Σu : σ ∈ ΓG (p) ⇒ σ ∈ ΓG||K ((p, q)).
K is controllable with respect to G if every state (p, q) in the composed system G||K
is controllable.
Synthesis
Given a plant G and a specification K modeled by deterministic FA, the synthesis
algorithm first builds a supervisor candidate S0 by computing the closed-loop system
G||K. Subsequently, the algorithm removes all the undesired states from QS0 until the
remaining states are both coreachable and controllable. In this thesis, the synthesis
algorithm that is used to calculate the maximally permissive supervisor is called the
safe-state-synthesis, which was introduced in [34].
Given a set of initial forbidden states Qx that is the union of the explicitly forbidden states and the initially uncontrollable states according to the controllability
explained above, the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 executes as follows. Algorithm 1 iteratively expands the forbidden state set Qx by adding all the states that
can uncontrollably reach the existing forbidden states and/or non-coreachable states,
until a final fix-point is reached. In particular, taking as input the state set Qxi−1 ,
which is computed from the previous iteration, Algorithm 1 uses Algorithm 2 to compute all the states that are coreachable to the marked states in Qm but do not belong
to Qxi−1 . We denote by Q0 the set of these coreachable states computed at Line 4.
It can be inferred that the complement of Q0 with QS0 , i.e., QS0 \Q0 , contains all the
states that are blocking at the current iteration. Subsequently, Algorithm 3 is utilized to identify from QS0 all the states that can reach these blocking states through
uncontrollable events, and collects them into the set Q00 , which later is contained in
15
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the set Qxi . After the fix-point computation depicted in Lines 2-7 of Algorithm 1
terminates, the safe state set QS can be obtained by removing the states in Qxi from
the set QS0 . However, this state set may contain some unreachable states that need
to be excluded. Hence, a forward reachability search, depicted in Algorithm 4, is
employed to remove these safe states that are not reached from the initial state of
S0 . The synthesis of a supervisor using the safe-state-synthesis is demonstrated in
the following example.

Algorithm 1: Safe-State-Synthesis
Input: Qx , Qm , S0
Output: The set of reachable safe states QS
x
x
1 i := 0, Q0 := Q ;
2 repeat
3
i := i + 1;
4
Q0 := Restricted-Backward(Qm , Qxi−1 , S0 );
5
Q00 := Uncontrollable-Backward(QS0 \Q0 , S0 );
6
Qxi := Qxi−1 ∪ Q00 ;
x
x
7 until Qi = Qi−1 ;
x S0
8 QS = Restricted-Forward(Qi , q0 , S0 );
9 return QS ;

Algorithm 2: Restricted-Backward
Input: Qm , Qx and S0
Output: The set of states that are coreachable to Qm but not in Qx
m
x
1 i := 0, Q0 := Q \Q ;
2 repeat
3
i := i + 1;
4
Qi := Qi−1 ∪ {q ∈ QS0 | ∃q 0 ∈ Qi−1 , ∃σ ∈ ΣS0 s.t. δS0 (q, σ) = q 0 }\Qx ;
5 until Qi = Qi−1 ;
6 return Qi ;

Algorithm 3: Uncontrollable-Backward
Input: Qx and S0
Output: The set of expanded uncontrollable states
x
x
1 i := 0, Q0 := Q ;
2 repeat
3
i := i + 1;
4
Qxi := Qxi−1 ∪ {q ∈ QS0 | ∃q 0 ∈ Qxi−1 , ∃σu ∈ ΣuS0 s.t. δS0 (q, σu ) = q 0 };
x
x
5 until Qi = Qi−1 ;
x
6 return Qi ;
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Algorithm 4: Restricted-Forward
Input: Qx , q0 and S0
Output: The set of states that are reachable from q0
1 i := 0, Q0 := {q0 };
2 repeat
3
i := i + 1;
4
Qi := Qi−1 ∪ {q 0 ∈ QS0 | ∃q ∈ Qi−1 , ∃σ ∈ ΣS0 s.t. δS0 (q, σ) = q 0 }\Qx ;
5 until Qi = Qi−1 ;
6 return Qi ;
Example 2.3. Let us consider again the FA model of the stick-picking game introduced in Example 2.1. The objective is to design a strategy for controlling how
Player1 picks sticks, in order to win the game. On the other hand, the number of
sticks taken by Player2 cannot be controlled. Therefore, all events associated with
Player2 are modeled as uncontrollable events, and thus, they cannot be disabled by
the supervisor.
As stated earlier, a first candidate of the supervisor is the composed automaton
S0 = Player||Stick, shown in Figure 2.4. Initially, we notice that no forbidden state
is included in the set Qx , i.e., Qx = ∅, because (i) there are no explicitly forbidden
states, and (ii) no specification is involved in the considered FA model. We then apply
Algorithm 1 to the automaton Player||Stick. In the first iteration, the sets Q0 , Q00 and
Qx1 are:
Q0 = Restricted-Backward({(Player2, Stick0)}, ∅) = {(Player2, Stick0),
(Player1, Stick1), (Player1, Stick2), (Player2, Stick2), (Player2, Stick3),
(Player2, Stick4), (Player1, Stick5), (Player1, Stick3)}.
Q00 = Uncontrollable-Backward({(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0)})
= {(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0), (Player2, Stick2)}.
Qx1 = {(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0), (Player2, Stick2)}.
Since Qx0 6= Qx1 , a fix-point has not been reached, and the second iteration will be
carried out:
Q0 = Restricted-Backward({(Player2, Stick0)}, Qx1 ) = {(Player2, Stick0),
(Player1, Stick1), (Player1, Stick2), (Player2, Stick3), (Player2, Stick4),
(Player1, Stick5)}.
Q00 = Uncontrollable-Backward({(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0),
(Player2, Stick2), (Player1, Stick3)}) = {(Player2, Stick1),
(Player1, Stick0), (Player1, Stick3), (Player2, Stick2), (Player2, Stick4)}.
17
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Figure 2.4: The supervisor candidate S0 = Player||Stick where all the unreachable
states are omitted for brevity. Events prefixed with exclamation marks are uncontrollable.
Qx2 = {(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0), (Player2, Stick2), (Player1, Stick3),
(Player2, Stick4)}.
The fix-point has not been reached and thus the computations depicted in Lines
2-8 of Algorithm 1 continue as follows.
Q0 = Restricted-Backward({(Player2, Stick0)}, Qx2 ) = {(Player2, Stick0),
(Player1, Stick1), (Player1, Stick2), (Player2, Stick3), (Player1, Stick5)}.
Q00 = Uncontrollable-Backward({(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0),
(Player2, Stick2), (Player1, Stick3), (Player2, Stick4)})
= {(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0), (Player2, Stick2), (Player1, Stick3),
(Player2, Stick4)}.
Qx3 = {(Player2, Stick1), (Player1, Stick0), (Player1, Stick3), (Player2, Stick2),
(Player2, Stick4)}.
The set of forbidden states Qx3 computed from the third iteration is the same as
Qx2 , and thus, the fix-point is reached. After removing these forbidden states and their
associated transitions, the supervisor is obtained, as shown in Figure 2.5. The reader
should notice that the depicted supervisor in Figure 2.5 is essentially a sub-automaton
of the supervisor candidate S0 = Player||Stick. Also, the supervisor is controllable
with respect to the plant, since it never disables any of the uncontrollable events
during supervision.
For a more formal and detailed explanation of the conventional supervisor synthesis, we refer readers to [6, 29, 2, 35].
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Figure 2.5: The non-blocking and controllable supervisor for the stick-picking game.

2.2.2

Transformation of EFA to FA

In the previous subsection, we explained the basic synthesis algorithm defined on
DES modeled as deterministic FA, where transitions are represented explicitly by
their states and events. However, due to the introduction of variables, the SCT synthesis performed on FA cannot be applied directly to EFA where states are implicitly
represented. Two ways to address the issue are: (i) define a new theoretical framework for EFA, which conforms with the conventional SCT synthesis, or (ii) transform
EFA to the corresponding FA and use the existing SCT framework.
In [36], the authors proposed a theoretical framework where, given a plant and a
specification both modeled by EFA, the maximally permissive supervisor, represented
as another EFA, can be directly synthesized.
In [8] and [37], the authors proposed an algorithm that transforms any EFA model
to the corresponding FA model, such that the SCT analysis defined on FA can be
reused. In particular, two kinds of automata, referred to as location automata and
variable automata, are constructed by the algorithm during the transformation. The
location automata preserve the same structure as the original EFA without considering the guards and actions. The variable automata, on the other hand, capture how
variables are evaluated and updated for the corresponding transitions in the original EFA. More formally, given N (= N1 + N2 ) EFA defined over n variables, with N1
sub-plants EG1 , . . . , EGN1 and N2 sub-specifications EK1 , . . . , EKN2 , the corresponding
plant and specification FA, denoted by AG and AK , respectively, can be computed as
follows:
loc
v1
vn
AG = (Aloc
G1 || . . . ||AGN )||(A || . . . ||A ),
1

AK =

loc
v1
vn
(Aloc
K1 || . . . ||AKN2 )||(A || . . . ||A ),

loc
loc
loc
where Aloc
G1 , . . . , AGN1 and AK1 , . . . , AKN2 denote the transformed location FA for the
EFA EG1 , . . . , EGN1 and EK1 , . . . , EKN2 , and Av1 , . . . , Avn are the transformed variable
FA for the n variables.
Subsequently, based on AG and AK , the conventional SCT can be applied to the
model. Recall that in Examples 2.1 and 2.2, we have modeled the sticking-picking
game by FA and EFA, respectively. By applying the transformation algorithm in [8]
and [37] to the EFA model shown in Figure 2.2, we will get the deterministic FA
shown in Figure 2.4, which is actually the composition of the automata shown in
Figure 2.1.
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Although the algorithm introduced in [8] provides the convenience for reusing
the standard SCT synthesis for DES modeled as EFA, its transformation procedure
can be very time consuming, especially for complex models with many guards and
actions. This is because when constructing the variable automata, the algorithm will
first convert guards into the equivalent disjunctive normal forms, and then create
one transition for each term of each disjunctive normal form. In the worst case,
the number of transitions created by the algorithm for the variable automata can be
exponential in the number of transitions included in the considered EFA. In [38] and
[Paper 2], two different approaches have been introduced for directly converting an
EFA model to the binary decision diagrams (BDDs) that symbolically represent the
transition relation of the corresponding FA model.

2.3

Extensions of the basic SCT

This section gives an overview of different approaches and extensions of the basic
supervisory control formulation.

2.3.1

Combating State-Space Explosion

The main obstacle in the analysis of DES is the state-space explosion problem. The
problem arises when one tries to reason about the global behavior of a DES with little
interaction among the components. Since standard synthesis algorithms always build
the explicit state-space of the considered system S0 = G||K and store all states and
transitions in the memory, they are limited by the state-space explosion problem.
The following discussion gives a number of representative approaches and techniques developed by the research community to circumvent the limitations arising
from the state-space explosion problem. We notice, however, that the computational
complexity of supervisor synthesis is NP-hard [19], given multiple sub-plants and subspecifications. This means that in the worst case we cannot expect a solution that is
much faster than the brute-force solution, although in many practical cases, the complexity can be alleviated by exploiting the system structure, or by employing efficient
data structures to perform the synthesis procedure. The following approaches have
been introduced in the literature for combating the state-space explosion problem for
supervisory control problems.
Modular approaches As opposed to monolithic approaches that consider the whole
system at once, modular approaches allow for the synthesis of multiple subsupervisors, with each one controlling only parts of the plant. The advantage of
modular approaches is that potentially we may never consider the full system at
once, and thus the state-space explosion can be avoided. The modular synthesis
was introduced in [39] and further developed and strengthened in [40, 41, 42,
43, 44, 45], among others.
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Hierarchical approaches Hierarchical methods strive to divide a system into different levels of hierarchy, where the high-level supervisor is responsible for achieving a broad goal, while the low-level supervisors are responsible for the more detailed problems that are assigned by the high-level supervisor’s decisions. Hierarchical supervisory control problems have been treated in [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51],
among others.
Compositional approaches While modular and hierarchical approaches can be
thought to use abstractions in different forms, compositional approaches exploit the abstraction techniques more thoroughly. As a starting point, all original components are simplified by identifying and merging certain states. Some
of the abstracted components are then composed and further simplified. The
process is repeated until one final relatively simple automaton is obtained. Different compositional methods developed for verification and synthesis properties
in the context of SCT can be found in [52, 53, 54, 55, 56].
Symbolic representations Symbolic representations, such as binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [20, 21], represent the state-space of the underlying system symbolically. In this context, symbolic representation is used to denote that states
and transitions are not represented explicitly. Instead they are represented by
functions that in turn are represented using efficient data-structures. In particular, binary decision diagrams represent Boolean functions with a directed
acyclic graph with a reduced number of nodes. The potential compactness offered by BDDs allows huge state-spaces to be stored within the limited amount
of memory in a computer. Also, important logic operations can be performed
on set of states represented using BDDs.
In the context of the SCT, BDDs were first used in [57] where the monolithic
supervisor synthesis is performed symbolically on the DES model of a semiconductor manufacturing device. Later improvements have been developed in
[58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 34, 65, 49, 66, 38] and [Paper 1, Paper 2], where
the structure and modularity of systems are exploited. In [58], the authors presented an application of supervisory control theory to the control of a Rapid
Thermal Multiprocessor. The plant is modeled as an input-output automaton
that accepts commands as inputs, and outputs messages regarding changes that
occurred in the system. A controller for the system is described in a similar way,
accepting the outputs of the plant, and in turn producing commands. The controller synthesis procedure is based on BDD-based computations, which allows
the automatic synthesis of realistic size manufacturing processes. In [64, 65], a
hierarchical modeling formalism called state tree structure (STS) was proposed
to let users model plants and specifications at different levels of detail. Taking
advantage of the hierarchical structure of STS and the compactness of BDD, supervisors can be synthesized efficiently. In [66], a predicate-based synthesis and
verification method for systems modeled using Hierarchical Interface-based Supervisory Control (HISC). Combined with symbolic computations using BDDs,
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the proposed algorithm is able to handle HISC systems with individual levels
significantly larger than the methods based on explicit state enumeration. Inspired by the work presented in [67, 68], the authors of [63, 66, 34] present an
approach for partitioning and exploring BDD-based representations of statespaces for DES modeled using deterministic FA. Instead of representing the
state-space of a given FA model as one monolithic BDD, the proposed approach
constructs a set of BDDs that collectively represent the state-space. Based on
these constructed BDDs, an efficient algorithm is proposed to explore the states
iteratively to keep sizes of the relevant BDDs small. This symbolic approach
later is enhanced and extended in [69] and [Paper 1], respectively. Comparing
to FA, the approaches that perform the SCT synthesis procedure using BDDs
directly on EFA are few. Two related works are presented in [38] and [Paper 2]
where the state-space of the considered EFA can be directly represented BDDs
without first transforming them into the corresponding FA. With the availability of the BDD-based representation of the state-space, the proposed algorithms
can be used to synthesize the supervisor.
The approaches outlined in the previous paragraphs are not mutually exclusive,
but can be combined to result in more efficient ways to compute supervisors. For
example, in modular and hierarchical approaches, typically monolithic approaches
are applied on subsets of components under consideration. If those subsets contain
many components, compositional approaches or symbolic representations might be
more applicable. Specific examples of mixing hierarchical and symbolic methods
using BDDs can be found in [65, 49].

2.3.2

Supervisor as Guards

While the aforementioned approaches aim at alleviating the computational effect
for designing supervisors, another issue is how to effectively represent supervisors.
Typically, the synthesized supervisor for a given system is expressed as a monolithic
automaton or a set of automata. For large and complex systems, such a representation
of the supervisor may become incomprehensible for users. Furthermore, implementing
the supervisor on a hardware platform may require more memory than available.
In [70], an approach called the guard generation procedure was presented to address the above issues by representing the synthesized supervisor as a set of guard
predicates. The generated guards are then attached to the transitions of the original
models to enforce the closed-loop behavior within the specification.
Representing supervisors as guards has several benefits. Since normally users
might already have intimate knowledge of the plant, the extracted guards, despite
being large in the number of terms, have a chance to be meaningful. Also, supervisors expressed as guards associated with events lie much closer to the implementation
in an industrial controller, such as a programmable logic controller (PLC). Thus, the
programming of the controller would be a rather simple matter of just encoding the
Boolean guards in a programming language, which could even be done automatically.
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Moreover, for many events the guard extraction results in no extra supervisor guards.
This means that the particular event is never controlled by the supervisor, only observed, which is useful information that is not trivially obtained from a supervisor
represented as automata. Similarly, some events may have supervisor guards that are
always false, meaning the event is always disabled by the supervisor.
Recall that the supervisor influences the plant by dynamically disabling execution
of some events from the current state, in order to avoid violation of the specification.
To guarantee the correctness (i.e., controllability/non-blocking) and maximally permissiveness of the supervisor, at any state in S0 = G||K, an event is either enabled or
disabled from occurring. It is also possible that the execution of an event at a state
of S0 does not affect the synthesis result, e.g., if such a state is not present in the
supervisor. For each event σ, we can thus generate a guard based on the states of the
supervisor, indicating when σ is enabled.
Concerning the states that are retained or removed after the synthesis procedure,
for each controllable event, three state sets can be considered that form the basis for
generating guards [70], [Paper 1]:
1. The allowed states, where σ must be enabled in order to end up in states that
belong to the supervisor.
2. The forbidden states, where σ must be disabled in order to avoid ending up in
states that were removed after the synthesis procedure as the forbidden states.
3. The don’t-care states, where enabling or disabling σ does not make any changes
in the final supervisor.
Based on these three basic state sets, guards that indicate under which conditions
the events can be executed without violating the specifications, can be extracted from
the supervisor. In addition, by applying minimization methods of Boolean functions
to the don’t care states, and certain heuristics, the generated guards can be simplified.
For a detailed explanation of the guard generation procedure and its related adoption
to symbolic representations, refer to [70] and [Paper 1].
Example 2.4. As a concrete example, Figure 2.6 shows the supervisor for the stickpicking game that is represented as one additional guard attached to the EFA model
in Figure 2.2. In comparison with the supervisor expressed as an automaton shown
in Figure 2.5, representing the supervisor by adding this guard into the EFA model
is more comprehensible and conciser.

2.3.3

Other Extensions

Partial Event Observation In the basic supervisory control theory it is assumed
that all events are observable by the supervisor. This is not possible in some
situations, most notably in distributed systems where each sub-supervisor is
capable of observing only a subset of events generated from the shared plant.
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Figure 2.6: The supervisor for the stick-picking game is represented as one additional
guard stick = 1 attached to the EFA shown in Figure 2.2. In fact, after attaching
the additional guard, the whole predicate can be further reduced to stick = 1.
Supervisory control of distributed systems with partial observation has been
treated in [71, 40, 72], among others.
Time Discrete Event Systems In DES, the logical or the qualitative behavior of
a system is in focus. However, in some real-time applications, we also want to
analyze the quantitative properties of a system. A DES that also considers the
time instants at which the events occur, is referred to as timed DES (TDES).
The supervisory control problem for TDES has been treated in [73, 74, 75, 76],
and more recently in [77, 78].

2.4

Closing Remarks

This chapter presents preliminaries that are used throughout the thesis. As the modeling formalisms, FA and EFA are two major ones used to model DES. The standard
SCT synthesis is originally defined and carried out on FA. An EFA is an FA extended
with integer variables. This richer structure, though with equal expressive power, is
more convenient for human users. However, while FA have been studies extensively in
the DES research community, the approaches that perform the SCT analysis directly
on EFA are few. Furthermore, the supervisor synthesis is a challenging problem due
to the state-space explosion that occurs when composing a large number of individual
automata.
Among the appended papers, [Paper 1] and [Paper 2] are most related to the
material presented in this chapter. The former one adopts FA as the modeling formalism while the latter one uses EFA to model DES. The approaches of both papers
use BDDs to represent the state-spaces of the models. Moreover, [Paper 2] aims for
performing the supervisor synthesis directly on EFA while [Paper 1] focuses on how
to represent supervisors that are obtained as BDDs.
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Chapter 3
Deadlock Avoidance for Resource
Allocation Systems
Deadlock avoidance for resource allocation system (RAS) is a particular DES application domain, which arises in many contemporary technological systems including
transportation systems, workflow management, material handling and telecommunication. In its basic setting, this problem concerns the coordinated allocation of the
system resources to a set of concurrently executing processes so that every process
can eventually proceed to its completion. In particular, by utilizing the information
about the current allocation of the system resources and the available knowledge
about the structure of the executing process types, the applied control policy avoids
the visitation of RAS states from which deadlock is inevitable.
Preferably, deadlock avoidance should be carried out in the maximally permissive
manner. It is currently known [9] that the computation of the maximally permissive
deadlock avoidance policy (DAP) for any given RAS can be based, in principle, on
the standard synthesis procedures borrowed from the DES supervisory control theory.
By expressing the underlying resource allocation dynamics as a deterministic finite
automaton, we could employ the standard synthesis algorithms on this automaton
to obtain the non-blocking supervisor. This supervisor would then be the maximally permissive DAP in the context of deadlock avoidance. However, as mentioned
in the previous chapter, the standard SCT analysis suffers from high computational
complexity. When one tries to build a complete monolithic state-space of the automaton that characterizes the actual resource allocation dynamics, state-space explosion
might occur. Therefore, the realization of the optimal, or more generally, a highly
permissive DAP for RAS that are encountered in contemporary applications can be
a challenging task.
The rest of this chapter will evolve as follows: Section 3.1 introduces formally
the concept of the resource allocation systems employed in this work. Subsequently,
Section 3.2 shows how the deadlock avoidance problem is characterized and solved in
the standard synthesis algorithm defined on deterministic FA. By modeling a simple
RAS example as EFA, Section 3.2 also illustrates the modeling procedure that is introduced in [Paper 3]. Moreover, Section 3.2 discusses an alternative way to represent
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the target control policy by focusing on a set of critical states. The availability of
these states enables an expedient one-step-lookahead scheme that prevents the RAS
from reaching into the deadlock states. Section 3.3 overviews the state of the art
methods to deal with the high computational complexity of the deadlock avoidance
problem and Section 3.4 discusses some advancements or complements of this thesis
to the state of the art.

3.1

Resource Allocation System

Definition 3.1. A (sequential) resource allocation system (RAS) is defined as a 4tuple Φ = hR, C, P, Ai [9] where:
- R = {R1 , . . . , Rm } is the set of the system resource types and m is the cardinality
of this set.
- C : R → Z+ – where Z+ is the set of strictly positive integers – is the system capacity function with C(Ri ) ≡ Ci , characterizing the number of identical
units from each resource type available in the system. Resources are assumed
to be reusable, i.e., they are engaged by the various processes according to an
allocation/de-allocation cycle, and each such cycle does not affect their functional status or subsequent availability.
- P = {J1 , . . . , Jn } denotes the set of the system process types supported by
the considered system configuration, and n is the cardinality of this set. Each
process type Jj , for j = 1, . . . , n, is a composite element itself; in particular,
Jj = hSj , Gj i, where:
(a) Sj = {Ξj1 , . . . , Ξj,l(j) } is the set of processing stages involved in the definition of process type Jj and l(j) denotes the number of processing stages
of Jj , and
(b) Gj represents some data structure communicating some sequential logic
over the set of processing stages Sj that governs the execution of any
process instance of type Jj (see Assumption 3.1 below).
- A : nj=1 Sj → m
i=1 {0, . . . , Ci } is the resource allocation function, which associates every processing stage Ξjk with the resource allocation request A(j, k) ≡
Ajk . More specifically, each A(j, k) is an m-dimensional vector, with its i-th
component indicating the number of resource units of resource type Ri necessary to support the execution of stage Ξjk . Obviously, in a well-defined RAS,
A(j, k)[i] ≤ Ci , ∀j, k, i. Also, it is assumed that Ajk 6= 0, i.e., every processing
stage requires at least one resource unit for its execution.
S

Q

Moreover, the RAS class to be considered in this work satisfies the following two
assumptions:
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Assumption 3.1. In the considered RAS, the data structure Gj that defines the
sequential logic of process type Jj , j = 1, . . . , n, corresponds to a connected acyclic
digraph (Vj , Ej ), where the graph node set Vj is in one-to-one correspondence with
the processing stage set Sj . Furthermore, there are two subsets Vj% and Vj& of
Vj respectively defining the sets of initiating and terminating processing stages for
process type Jj . The connectivity of digraph Gj is such that every node v ∈ Vj is
accessible from the node set Vj% and is co-accessible i.e., can reach a node to Vj& .
Finally, any directed path of Gj leading from a node of Vj% to a node of Vj& constitutes
a complete execution sequence – a “route” – for process type Jj .
Assumption 3.2. In the considered RAS, the resource allocation requests Ajk , j =
1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , l(j), are “conjunctive”, i.e., a processing stage Ξjk can request
an arbitrary nonempty subset of the system resources for its execution. Furthermore,
a process instance executing processing stage Ξjk will be able to advance to a successor
processing stage Ξjk0 , only after it has allocated the resource difference max{0, (Ajk0 −
Ajk )}; and it is only upon this advancement that the process will release the resource
units |min{0, (Ajk0 − Ajk )}|, that are not needed anymore.
For complexity considerations, we define the quantity |Φ| ≡ |R| + | nj=1 Sj | +
Pm
Pn
i=1 Ci as the “size” of RAS Φ. For notational convenience, we shall set µ =
j=1 |Sj |;
i.e., µ denotes the number of distinct processing stages supported by the considered
RAS across the entire set of its processing types. Furthermore, the various processing
stages Ξjk where j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , l(j), will frequently be considered in the
S
context of a total ordering imposed on the set nj=1 Sj . In that case, the processing
stages themselves and their corresponding attributes will be indexed by a single index
h that runs over the set {1, . . . , µ} and indicates the position of the processing stages
in the considered total order. Finally, given an edge e ∈ Gj linking Ξjk to Ξjk0 , we
define e.src ≡ Ξjk and e.dst ≡ Ξjk0 , i.e., e.src and e.dst denote respectively the source
and the destination nodes of edge e.
A more general definition of the RAS concept is provided in [9]. The basic differences between Definition 3.1 and the RAS definition of [9] can be summarized as
follows: First of all, the complete RAS definition involves an additional component
that characterizes the time-based – or quantitative – dynamics of the RAS; but this
component is not relevant in the modeling and analysis to be pursued in this work,
and therefore, it is omitted. Moreover, the process-defining logic supported by Definition 3.1 encompasses the operational feature of routing flexibility, but it excludes
the possibility of merging and splitting operations. Technically, one can classify the
various RAS classes into a taxonomy that is defined on the basis of (i) the process
sequencing logic of Gj , and (ii) the resource allocation request Ajk associated with
processing stages Ξjk . Then, the main RAS classes that are identified and supported
by the general RAS definition of [9] are provided in Table 3.1. The reader should
notice that the RAS definition in Definition 3.1 essentially corresponds to the Disjunctive/Conjunctive (D/C) RAS class in the taxonomy of Table 3.1.
S
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Table 3.1: The RAS taxonomy defined in [9].

Based on the structure of the
process sequencing logic

Based on the structure of the
resource allocation request

Linear: Each process is defined by
a linear sequence of stages.
Disjunctive: A number of alternative process plans encoded by a connected digraph.
Merge-Split: Each process is a
fork/join network.
Complex: A combination of the
above behaviors.

Single-Unit: Each stage requires a
single unit from a single resource.
Single-Type: Each stage requires
an arbitrary number of units, but all
from a single resource.
Conjunctive: An arbitrary number
of units from different resources.

J1 :

Ξ11

Ξ12

Ξ13

R1

R2

R3

J2 :

Ξ21

Ξ22

Ξ23

R3

R2

R1

Figure 3.1: The RAS considered in Example 3.1.
Example 3.1. We demonstrate the RAS concept implied by Definition 3.1 by introducing a particular instance that will also provide an expository base for the subsequent discussion. The RAS depicted in Figure 3.1 comprises two process types J1
and J2 , each of which is defined as a sequence of three processing stages; the stages of
process types Jj , j = 1, 2, are denoted by Ξjk , k = 1, 2, 3. The system resource type
set is R = {R1 , R2 , R3 }, with capacity Ci = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3. The resource allocation
function A, of this RAS can be derived from the information on the process routes
depicted in Figure 3.1. As a concrete example, the processing stage Ξ12 needs only one
unit from R2 to support its execution. Hence, A12 [1] = A12 [3] = 0, and A12 [2] = 1.

3.2

Supervisory Control of RAS

The “hold-while-waiting” protocol that is described in Assumption 3.2, when combined with the arbitrary nature of the process routes and the resource allocation requests supported by the considered RAS model, can give rise to a set of RAS states.
From these states, a set of processes are waiting upon each other for the release of resources that are necessary for their advancement to their next processing stage. Such
persisting cyclical-waiting patterns are known as (partial) deadlocks in the relevant
literature, and to the extent that they disrupt the smooth operation of the underlying system, they must be identified and eliminated from the system behavior. The
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relevant control problem is known as deadlock avoidance, and as remarked earlier, a
natural framework for its investigation is that of SCT.

3.2.1

FA-based Modeling of RAS Dynamics

The dynamics of the RAS instance Φ = hR, C, P, Ai, introduced in Definition 3.1, can
be formally characterized by a single deterministic finite automaton (FA), denoted by
A(Φ) = (Q, Σ, δ, Γ, q0 , Qm ) that is defined as follows [9]:
1. The state set Q consists of µ-dimensional vectors s. The components s[h], h =
1, . . . , µ, of s are in one-to-one correspondence with the RAS processing stages,
and they indicate the number of process instances executing the corresponding
processing stages in the RAS state modeled by s. Hence, Q consists of all the
µ
vectors s ∈ (Z+
0 ) that further satisfy
∀i = 1, . . . , m,

µ
X

s[h] · A(Ξh )[i] ≤ Ci

(3.1)

h=1

where A(Ξh )[i] ≤ Ci denotes the allocation request for resource Ri that is posed
by the processing stage Ξh .
2. The event set Σ is the union of the disjoint event sets Σ% , Σ̄ and Σ& , where:
(a) Σ% = {erp : r = 0, Ξp ∈ nj=1 V % }, i.e., event erp represents the loading of
a new process instance that starts from stage Ξp .
S

(b) Σ̄ = {erp : ∃j ∈ 1, . . . , n s.t. Ξp is a successor of Ξr in digraph Gj }, i.e.,
erp represents the advancement of a process instance executing stage Ξr to
a successor stage Ξp .
(c) Σ& = {erp : Ξr ∈ nj=1 V & , p = 0}, i.e., erp represents the unloading of a
finished process instance after executing its last stage Ξr .
S

3. The transition function δ : Q × Σ → Q is defined by s0 = δ(s, erp ), where the
components s0 [h] of the resulting state s0 are given by:




s[h] − 1 if h = r
s [h] = s[h] + 1 if h = p


s[h]
otherwise
0

4. The active event function Γ : Q → 2Σ collects, for each state s ∈ Q, the set
of events σ ∈ Σ for which the transition function δ(s, σ) is defined (i.e., the
resulting state s0 belongs in Q).
5. The initial state q0 is the µ-dimensional vector s0 set to 0.
6. The set of marked states Qm is the singleton {s0 }, where s0 is the initial state.
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Figure 3.2: The deterministic FA modeling the RAS dynamics of Example 3.1. States
depicted in red are the unsafe states.
Example 3.2. To exemplify the FA-based modeling of the RAS behavior, consider
the RAS example introduced in Example 3.1. Figure 3.2 depicts the corresponding
deterministic FA that models the reachable subspace of the RAS defined in Figure 3.1.
The depicted FA includes the states that are reachable from the initial and marked
state s0 . The state of this RAS has six components, corresponding to each of the six
processing stages; in particular, state s0 = (0 0 0 0 0 0) denotes the initial empty state.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2, the considered RAS represents 20 distinct allocation
states, with the state signature ranging from 0 to 19. It will be shown shortly that
the five unsafe states depicted in 3.2 are also the boundary unsafe states that define
the boundary between the safe and unsafe subspaces.

3.2.2

EFA-based Modeling of RAS Dynamics

Apart from the adoption of FA, the dynamics of RAS can also be conveniently recast in
the EFA modeling framework. In [Paper 3], a straightforward procedure is presented
for the development of the EFA modeling the behavior of the RAS encompassed in
Definition 3.1. The procedure is modular, since it models a given RAS as a set of EFA
instead of a single (monolithic) automaton. These EFA when composed together using
the EFSC will essentially characterize the RAS dynamics. The In this section, we
illustrate this procedure by developing the EFA model for the RAS instance depicted
in Figure 3.1. In the last part of the section, some additional remarks elaborate on
the informational content of the generated EFA. There remarks together with the
induced results will be used in Chapter 4 by the symbolic algorithms for synthesizing
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(a) The EFA E(J1 ) modeling the process type J1 (b) The EFA E(J2 ) modeling the process type J2

Figure 3.3: The EFA model for the RAS instance in Figure 3.1
the maximally permissive DAP for RAS.
Example 3.3. In the approach of [Paper 3], each process type is modeled as a distinct
EFA. Figure 3.3 shows the EFA that models the behavior of the two processes J1 and
J2 depicted in the RAS of Figure 3.1. Taking Figure 3.3a as an example, this EFA
has only one location, and its three transitions correspond to the loading and the
process-advancing events among the different stages. On the other hand, since a
process instance that has reached its final stage can always leave the system without
any further resource requests, the unloading event is modeled only implicitly through
the event that models the process access to its terminal stage(s). More specifically,
in the EFA depicted in Figure 3.3, the evolution of a process instance through the
various processing stages is traced by the instance variables v1j , j = 1, 2; each of these
variables counts the number of process instances that are executing the corresponding
processing stage. The model does not include a variable v13 since it is assumed that a
process instance reaching stage Ξ13 is eventually unloaded from the system, without
the need for any further resource allocation action.
The two EFA E(J1 ) and E(J2 ) that model the process types J1 and J2 are linked
through the global resource variables vRi , i = 1, 2, 3, where each variable vRi denotes
the number of free units of resource Ri . The domain of variable vRi is {0, . . . , Ci }.
Since, under proper RAS operation, the initial and the final state correspond to
the empty state, both the initial and the marked values of each variable vRi are equal
to Ci , and the corresponding values for all instance variables vjk are equal to zero.
Finally, as depicted in Figure 3.3, the resource and the instance variables are used
to construct the necessary guards and actions for the system transitions. The guards
determine whether a process-loading or advancing event can take place, on the basis
of the process and the resource availability. Upon the occurrence of such an event,
the corresponding actions update accordingly the available resource units and the
process instances that are active at the various processing stages. For a more detailed
discussion on the EFA-based modeling of RAS and the above example, the reader is
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referred to [Paper 3].
We remind the reader that every legitimate resource allocation state of the considered RAS must adhere to the restrictions that are imposed by the limited capacities
of the system resources. In the representation of the EFA modeling an RAS instance
Φ, these restrictions are expressed by the following constraints
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, vRi +

n l(j)−1
X
X

Ajk [i] ∗ vjk = Ci

(3.2)

j=1 k=1

In (3.2), we have taken into consideration the fact that terminal processing stages
are not explicitly accounted for in the considered EFA model (for the reasons explained
earlier). From a more technical standpoint, the constraints of (3.2) can be perceived
as a set of resource-induced invariants that must be observed by the dynamics of the
EFA model in order to provide a faithful representation of the actual RAS dynamics.
Hence, in the following, we shall characterize a state s in the RAS dynamics modeled
by the EFA model with a variable vector v satisfying the constraints of (3.2) as a
feasible state.
Figure 3.4 shows the explicit state transition (EST) model of E(J1 )||E(J2 ), which
explicitly describes the actual dynamics of the RAS instance Φ irrespective of the
resource allocation and deallocation at the last processing stages. As can be seen
in Figure 3.4, the depicted EST model involves twelve (12) states, with each state
si , i = 0, . . . , 11, being described by seven components that correspond to the values of the instance variables v11 , v12 , v21 , v22 and the resource variables vR1 , vR2 , vR3 .
Notice that the depicted EST model is different from the deterministic FA shown
in Figure 3.2, where the states do not have components representing the system resources, and the resource allocation and deallocation behaviors for the last processing
stages are explicitly modeled.

3.2.3

The Target Maximally Permissive DAP

By expressing the dynamics of a RAS instance Φ by the corresponding deterministic
FA, A(Φ), we have translated the problem of designing the maximally permissive
DAP for Φ into a supervisory control problem, and thus, the synthesis algorithms
such as the safe-state-synthesis algorithm can be applied to synthesize the supervisor.
Since neither uncontrollable events nor any initial forbidden states are defined, the
resulting supervisor for A(Φ) can be simply obtained by performing the non-blocking
synthesis on this automaton with respect to its empty state s0 , that defines the initial
and the target state for any successful operational cycle of the underlying RAS.
In the relevant RAS theory, states that are coreachable to the RAS idle and
empty state s0 are also characterized as safe, and, correspondingly, states that are
not coreachable are characterized as unsafe.
The RAS unsafety characterized in the previous paragraph results from the formation of (partial) deadlocks among a (sub-)set of the running processes. The unsafe
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Figure 3.4: The EST model of the composition of two EFA depicted in Figure 3.3.
The depicted EST model includes only the RAS feasible states that are reachable
from the initial and target state s0 . States depicted in red are unsafe.
states are essentially those states from which the formation of deadlock is unavoidable.
A formal definition of this concept is as follows:
Definition 3.2. A (partial) deadlock is a RAS state where a (sub-)set of processes
are entangled in a circular waiting pattern with each process in this set requiring, in
order to advance to its next processing stage, some resource units that are held by
other processes in the set.
For notational convenience, we denote the sets of safe states, unsafe states and
deadlock states by S, U and D. Clearly, S ∩ U = ∅; D ⊆ U .
Example 3.4. In the deterministic FA A(Φ) depicted in Figure 3.2, the states s15 –
s19 are identified as the unsafe states; the remaining states are safe. The non-blocking
supervisor of this automaton can be obtained through the removal of the unsafe states.
Also, among these five unsafe states, the deadlock states are s16 – s19 . On the other
hand, the state s15 does not contain deadlock, since two processing-advancing events
are enabled from the state.
When it comes to the implementation of the control function, we could have
employed the FA representation of the controlled system behavior under the target
DAP. However, for many practical RAS configurations, the explicit storage and on-line
parsing of this information is of prohibitive computational cost due to the enormous
number of the involved states.
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Alternatively, the maximally permissive DAP can be implemented by a one-step–
lookahead scheme that prevents the RAS from reaching outside its safe subspace.
In particular, a subset of unsafe states, referred to as the set of boundary unsafe
states, can be employed for the partition of the safe and unsafe subspaces. The set
of boundary unsafe states, B, can be expressed as B ≡ {s0 ∈ U | ∃s ∈ S, ∃σ ∈
Σ s.t. δ(s, σ) = s0 }. Furthermore, the entire set of boundary unsafe states can be
represented by its minimal elements [79], denoted by the set B, since the notion of
unsafety presents a monotonicity property that endows this set with properties similar
to those of a right-closed set [80]. Consequently, the availability of the set of minimal
boundary unsafe states enables an expedient one-step-lookahead scheme preventing
the RAS from reaching outside its safe region. In particular, any tentative transitions
taking the underlying RAS to a state that dominates, component-wise, some minimal
boundary unsafe state will be disabled by the target DAP.
Example 3.5. As a concrete example, the boundary unsafe state set B and the
minimal boundary unsafe state set B for the deterministic FA depicted in Figure 3.2
are B = {s15 , s16 , s17 , s18 , s19 }, and B = {s15 , s16 , s17 }.
In [Paper 5], inspired by the guard generation procedure introduced in [70], to
represent the sought DAP, we extend the symbolic framework that is proposed in
[Paper 3] and [Paper 4] by introducing a straightforward procedure that generates
a set of comprehensible guards from the set of minimal boundary unsafe states. By
attaching these guards to the original model, the generated predicates guard transitions to the states that dominate some elements in the set of minimal boundary
unsafe states. For a detailed exposition of this procedure and its application to the
establishment of deadlock avoidance of a multithreaded program, refer to [Paper 5].

3.3

Dealing with the NP-Hardness of the Maximally Permissive DAP

A significant body of results that are currently available in the relevant literature
concerns the computational complexity of the deadlock avoidance problem and the
computation of the maximally permissive DAP. Along these lines, it has been established that computing the maximally permissive DAP is NP-hard for the majority
of RAS behavior [81, 82, 83]. In this section we overview the main approaches that
have been employed by the research community in its effort to cope with this nonpolynomial complexity of the maximally permissive DAP.
The research community has tried to circumvent the limitations arising from these
negative results by pursuing the following directions:
1. The identification of “special structure” that allows the deployment of the maximally permissive DAP through algorithms of polynomial complexity with respect to the size |Φ| of Definition 3.1. Some representative results can be found
in [81, 84, 85, 12, 83].
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2. The development of sub-optimal – i.e., non-maximally permissive – solutions
that are based on state properties that are polynomially decidable with respect
to the RAS size |Φ|. Under these policies, a tentative RAS transition is allowed
only if the resultant state satisfies the policy-defining property, which acts as a
surrogate characterization of safety. Hence, if the reachable subspace satisfying
such a policy-defining property constitutes a strongly connected component
containing s0 in the deterministic FA that models the RAS dynamics, the system
behavior will remain deadlock free. Specific examples implementing this general
idea can be found in [86, 87, 11, 88, 89, 90].
3. The adoption of alternative, compact representations of the considered RAS
dynamics in the hope that the compactness of these alternative representations,
combined with further structural properties and insights revealed by them, will
also lead, at least in most practical cases, to fairly compact characterizations of
the target policy and to more efficient approaches for its derivation. A modeling
framework that seems to hold particular promise along this line of research, and
therefore, has been explored more persistently in the past, is that of Petri nets
(PNs) [7]. Since the RAS structural analysis and the design of DAPs by means of
PN modeling framework is beyond the scope of the thesis, we forego any further
discussion in this research and refer readers to some indicative works presented
in [10, 91, 92, 93, 94]. We notice, however, that the PN-based approaches for
the realization of the maximally permissive DAP essentially seek to express this
DAP as a set of linear inequalities to be imposed upon the RAS state. As it
is established in the relevant literature [95, 9, 96], such a representation will
not be always possible in the considered RAS class. Hence, these approaches
are inherently limited in their ability to effectively represent and compute the
maximally permissive DAP.
4. Another prominent approach that has been developed primarily in the context
of PN modeling, but essentially spans, both, the FA and PN-based representations, is that of the “theory of regions” [97] and its derivatives. The key problem
addressed by the theory of regions is the conversion of a system modeled originally as an FA into a Petri net such that each distinct event is represented
by a single transition, and the reachability graph of the synchronized Petri net
is isomorphic to the original FA. In [98], it was proposed to use the theory of
regions to design a PN-based representation of the maximally permissive DAP
by first computing the maximally permissive DAP using enumerative FA-based
approaches borrowed from SCT; the obtained policy is subsequently encoded
to a more compact PN model through the theory of regions. The approaches
in [98, 99] can find the optimal supervisor if such a supervisor exists. But these
approaches are also limited by the aforementioned potential inability to express
the maximally permissive DAP as a PN. Furthermore, even in their feasible
cases, practical experience has shown that these methods are very demanding
from a computational standpoint, and they result in PN-based representations
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of the maximally permissive DAP that are much larger than the PN modeling
the original RAS.
5. The above discussion has revealed a number of limitations regarding the deployment of the maximally permissive DAP by using the theory of regions. In order
to address these limitations, an alternative line research has been proposed,
leading to effective and efficient implementations of the maximally permissive
DAP for pretty sizable RAS instances. Similar to the approach of the theory
of regions, the proposed approaches in this line of research are decomposed to
two stages, with the first stage obtaining this policy in the SCT framework and
the second stage trying to express the obtained result in a more compact form.
However, instead of explicitly relying on the results from the PN-based modeling
framework, the optimal DAP is perceived as a classifier that dichotomizes the
RAS state-space into its safe and unsafe subspaces. The methods that are pursued in this line of research open new ways for thinking about the considered
problem, that complement effectively all the previously used approaches. To
develop computationally efficient classifications for the RAS classes under consideration, parametric or non-parametric representations can be selected for the
sought classifier. Roughly speaking, a parametric classifier is defined by a set of
linear inequalities and/or Boolean functions, whereas a non-parametric classifier is defined by a pertinent data structure that stores the information needed
for the classification. For parametric classifiers, the classifier-design problem is
defined as a minimization problem over a certain parameter space that results
from the adopted representation. Specific approaches for designing parametric
classifiers for various RAS classes are presented in [100], [101], [80], [102], [103]
and [104].
6. A more recent approach that is introduced in [79] develops and deploys the
non-parametric representation for the sought classifier through the identification and the efficient storage of the minimal boundary unsafe states of the underlying RAS state-space. As already noted earlier, these critical states define
the boundary between the safe and unsafe subspaces, with a tentative transition
considered to be unsafe if the resulting state is greater than or equal, componentwise, to one of the minimal boundary unsafe states. Furthermore, the results of
[105] complement the work of [79] by introducing an algorithm that enumerates
all the minimal unsafe states while avoiding the complete enumeration of the
RAS state-space. The key idea for the algorithm of [105] stems from the remark
that, in the considered RAS dynamics, unsafety is defined by unavoidable absorption into the system deadlocks. Hence, the unsafe states of interest can be
retrieved by a localized computation that starts from the RAS deadlocks and
backtraces the RAS dynamics until it hits the boundary between the safe and
unsafe subspaces. Numerical experimentation has established the ability of this
promising approach to effectively compute the maximally permissive DAP for
RAS with large structure and state-spaces.
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More extensive and comprehensive treatments of many of the results and methodologies that were outlined in the previous paragraph, can be found in [95, 9, 106, 96,
104, 107].

3.4

Closing Remarks

As one particular DES application domain, the deadlock avoidance problem can be
characterized in the standard SCT framework in a straightforward manner. First, the
underlying resource allocation dynamics is expressed into a deterministic FA. Then
the standard non-blocking supervisor synthesis is carried out on this FA to obtain
the maximally permissive DAP. To deploy the maximally permissive DAP for RAS
efficiently, the notion of classifier is introduced and defined in the literature. Both
parametric and non-parametric representations of the sought classifiers are developed.
A parametric classifier is defined by a set of linear inequalities and/or Boolean functions, whereas a non-parametric classifier is defined by a pertinent data structure that
stores the information needed for the classification.
To put the work of this thesis in context, the framework presented in [Paper 3]
and [Paper 4] introduces two different ways to develop non-parametric classifiers for
RAS, by symbolically representing the RAS dynamics as BDDs and computing the
minimal boundary unsafe states. [Paper 5] extends the framework by introducing a
procedure that generates a set of guards from the BDD representing all the minimal
boundary unsafe states for a given RAS. This set of generated guards can be perceived
as a comprehensible representation of the non-parametric classifier.
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Chapter 4
Symbolic Representation and
Computation
Symbolic representation and computation have been believed as an effective way to
attack the state-space explosion problem. Here “symbolic” implies that the statespace of a given DES is represented by means of logic constraints or special data
structures. Accordingly, the supervisor synthesis procedure can be reformulated in
a way that sets of states and sets of transitions are manipulated rather than single
states and transitions.
There are several possibilities to realize the standard synthesis algorithm in a setbased setting. The most prominent ones rely on a binary encoding of the states, which
permits identifying subsets of the state-space and the transition relation with characteristic functions. To obtain compact representations of characteristic functions,
special data structures have been developed, and among them, the most well-known
one is the binary decision diagram (BDD) [20, 21]. Representing the state-space of
DES through BDDs has several benefits. Apart from the compact representations,
BDDs are easy to manipulate; all usual logical operations such AND, OR, NOT,
NAND, etc. can be performed directly on BDDs. Also, a BDD with a fixed variable
ordering is a canonical representation of a Boolean function, which makes it easy to
check equivalence for Boolean functions.
However, symbolic computation using BDDs is not a silver bullet. First, BDDs
are sensitive to variable orderings, and finding the best variable ordering is an NPcomplete problem [108]. Furthermore, a straightforward transformation from the
explicit state-space enumeration into a BDD-based computation scheme does not
guarantee that the synthesis procedure will become remarkably efficient. Hence,
there is a need to develop more intelligent symbolic algorithms where the modularity
and structure of DES are exploited more thoroughly.
In this chapter, first some general discussions about BDDs is given in Section 4.1.
This is followed by Section 4.2 that describes some contributions of this thesis to
the symbolic representations of the state-spaces of DES modeled as FA and EFA.
Section 4.3 focuses on the state-space exploration, the most fundamental challenge
for supervisor synthesis. Moreover, the section briefly discusses and illustrated a
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number of new techniques for computing the supervisors of DES and the maximal
permissive DAPs for RAS. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses the experimental results that
demonstrate the extensive computational gains obtained by the proposed algorithms.

4.1

Binary Decision Diagram

Binary decision diagrams (BDDs) are a memory-efficient data structure used to represent Boolean functions as well as to perform set-based operations. To represent the
basic BDD theory employed in this work, in the following, we set B ≡ {0, 1}. For any
Boolean function f : Bn → B defined over n Boolean variables X = (x1 . . . , xn ), we
denote by f |xi =0 and f |xi =1 the Boolean functions that are induced from the function
f by fixing the value xi to 0, and 1, respectively. Then a BDD-based representation of
f is a graph-based representation of this function that is based on Shannon expansion
[109]:
∃xi ∈ X, f = (¬xi ∧ f |xi =0 ) ∨ (xi ∧ f |xi =1 )

(4.1)

Definition 4.1. A binary decision diagram (BDD) is a single-rooted acyclic digraph
with two types of nodes: decision nodes and terminal nodes. A terminal node can
be labeled either by 0 or 1. Each decision node is labelled by a Boolean variable and
it has two outgoing edges, the low edge and the high edge, with the respective edge
corresponding to assigning the value of the labeling variable to 0 or to 1.
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Figure 4.1: The truth table and BDD representations of function f = (x1 ∧ x3 ) ∨ (x2 ∧
x3 ). Solid lines denote high edges and dashed lines denote low edges.
Example 4.1. As an example, Figure 4.1 illustrates a representation of the Boolean
function f = (x1 ∧ x3 ) ∨ (x2 ∧ x3 ) by the truth table and the BDD. The depicted
BDD has two terminal nodes: terminal 0 and terminal 1. Each decision node labels
a Boolean variable xi , i = 1, 2, 3, and has outgoing edges directed to two children:
the low edge (shown as a dashed line) corresponding to the case where the Boolean
variable is assigned 0, and the high edge (shown as a solid line) corresponding to the
case where the variable is assigned 1.
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A path in a BDD starting from the root to the terminal 1 corresponds to a satisfying assignment of the variables for the BDD. Each variable visited by the path is
assigned the value according to the outgoing edge; all other variables can take any
value.
Given a BDD, it is straightforward to check whether an assignment of the variables
is satisfying or not. Starting at the root, it is only necessary to follow the outgoing
edge corresponding to the value of the variable in the assignment. If the terminal 1
is reached, the assignment is satisfying; if the terminal 0 is reached it is not.
Definition 4.2. An ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is a BDD where the
variables represented by the decision nodes on any path from the root to one of the
terminal nodes obey the same fixed ordering.
Due to the fixed variable ordering, OBDDs can be reduced by following two rules
[21], which are depicted in Figure 4.2:
1. If the two successors of a node u of an OBDD when following the low and high
edges reach the same node v, then u can be removed from the OBDD and all
its incoming edges are redirected to node v. See Figure 4.2a.
2. If two nodes u1 and u2 representing the same variable reach the same two nodes
when following their low and high edges, the nodes u1 and u2 can be merged by
removing u2 and redirecting all its incoming edges to u1 . See Figure 4.2b.

u xi

u1 xi u2 xi

v1 xj
v xj

v xj

u 1 xi

v 1 xj
v2 xj

v2 xj

(a) Rule 1. Removal of nodes with equal succes- (b) Rule 2. Merging of nodes with same low and
sors.
high successors.

Figure 4.2: Two reduction rules for minimizing OBDDs. Solid lines denote high edges
and dashed lines denote low edges.
A reduced ordered binary decision diagram (ROBDD) is an OBDD where the
reduction rules are repeatedly applied until none of them can be applied any more.
An ROBDD is a canonical representation of the given Boolean function, i.e., two
equivalent formulas are represented by the same ROBDD. Thanks to the reduction
by which redundant internal nodes can be saved, ROBDD representations are usually
memory-efficient. Throughout this work we are only concerned with ROBDDs, so
whatever we write about BDDs we actually refer to ROBDDs. The size of a BDD
refers to the number of decision nodes contained in this BDD.
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From a computational standpoint, the power of BDDs lies in the efficiency that
they provide in the execution of binary operations. Let f and f 0 be two Boolean
functions of X. Then, it should be evident from (4.1) that a binary operator ⊗
between (the BDDs representing) f and f 0 can be recursively computed as
f ⊗ f 0 = [¬x ∧ (f |x=0 ⊗ f 0 |x=0 )] ∨ [x ∧ (f |x=1 ⊗ f 0 |x=1 )]

(4.2)

where x ∈ X. The computation implied by (4.2) can have a complexity of O(|f | · |f 0 |)
where |f | and |f 0 | are the sizes of the BDDs representing f and f 0 . Note that the
unary operation NOT on a BDD is simply the interchange of the 0 and 1 terminals.
A particular operator that is used extensively in the following is the existential
quantification of a function f over its Boolean variables. For a variable x ∈ X,
the existential quantification of f is defined by ∃x.f = f |x=0 ∨ f |x=1 . Also, if X̄ =
(x̄1 , . . . , x̄k ) ⊆ X, then ∃X̄.f is a shorthand notation for ∃x̄1 .∃x̄2 . . . . ∃x̄k .f . In plain
terms, ∃X̄.f denotes all those truth assignments of the variable set X \ X̄ that can
be extended over the set X̄ in a way that function f is eventually satisfied.
For a more elaborate exposition of BDDs and the implementation of different
fundamental operations, we refer readers to [21, 110].

4.2

Representations of DES Models

In this section, we discuss how DES models such as FA and EFA can be symbolically
represented by BDDs. In particular, we will briefly introduce a number of procedures
that are presented in the appended papers for symbolically representing single FA or
EFA and their full synchronous compositions.

4.2.1

Characteristic Functions

Before we proceed with the discussion of these encoding procedures, we need to introduce the notion of characteristic function.
Definition 4.3. Let Z be a finite set so that Z ⊆ U , where U is the finite universal
set. A characteristic function (CF) χZ : U → B is defined by:
(

χZ (a) =

1
0

iff a ∈ Z
otherwise.

Since the set U is finite, in practice its elements are represented with numbers in
|U |
Z|U | or the corresponding binary x-tuples belonging to Bx (x = dlog2 e).
Set operations can be equivalently carried out on corresponding characteristic
functions. For example, Z1 ∪Z2 , (Z1 , Z2 ⊆ U ) can be mapped equivalently to χZ1 ∨χZ2 ,
since Z1 ∪ Z2 = {α ∈ U | α ∈ Z1 ∨ α ∈ Z2 }. Table 4.1 shows more operations on
characteristic functions.
In the sequel, all formal discussions will be based on the corresponding characteristic functions of BDDs. Also, we will use the term BDD interchangeably with its
characteristic function.
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Table 4.1: Set operations as characteristic functions.
Set/Operation

Characteristic function

∅
Z
U −Z
Z1 ∪ Z2
Z1 ∩ Z2
Z1 = Z2

4.2.2

0
1
¬χZ
χZ1 ∨ χZ2
χZ1 ∧ χZ2
χZ1 ↔ χZ2

Single Model Representation

To symbolically represent a single deterministic FA or EFA, we need two kinds of
characteristic functions, which respectively characterize the state set and the transition relation. In the following, we will merely focus on the characteristic functions
for a single EFA since a FA can be considered as a special case of an EFA where no
variables are defined.
We start by defining different sets of Boolean variables to encode the locations,
the events and the variables of an EFA E. For the encoding of the state set Q : L × D,
we employ two Boolean variable sets, denoted by X L and X D = X D1 ∪ . . . ∪ X Dn ,
to respectively encode the location set L and the domain D of n variables. State
q = (`, v) ∈ Q is then associated with a unique satisfying assignment of the Boolean
variables in X L ∪ X D .
The symbolic representation of the transition relation →E relies on the same idea
σ
but it is more complicated. Recall that a transition ` →g/a `0 ∈→E is essentially a set
of explicit transitions (`, v, σ, `0 , v 0 ) ∈ 7→ of EST(E), with each specifying a sourcestate q = (`, v), an event σ, and a target state q 0 = (`0 , v 0 ). Formally, we employ
the variable sets X L and X D to encode the source state q, and a copy of X L and
X D , denoted by X́ L and X́ D , to encode the target state q 0 . In addition, we employ
the Boolean variable set X Σ to encode the alphabet of E, and we associate σ with a
unique satisfying assignment of the variables in X Σ . Then we identify the transition
relation →E of E with the characteristic function
(
0

∆(hq, σ, q i) =

σ

1 if ` →g/a `0 ∈ →E , v |= g, v 0 = a(v)
0 otherwise

That is, ∆ assigns the value of 1 to hq, σ, q 0 i if there exists a transition from ` to `0
labelled by σ, the values of the variables at ` satisfy the guard g, i.e., v |= g, and the
values of the variables v 0 at `0 are the result of performing action a on v.
Note that when it comes to the symbolic representation of an EFA, due to the
cross-product of locations and values of variables, the resulting BDD contains unreachable states for most cases. Hence, a reachability computation might be needed
to exclude all of the unreachable states in this BDD.
Example 4.2. The symbolic representation of an EFA discussed above is now exemplified on the stick-picking game introduced in Chapter 2. Figure 4.3 shows the
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Figure 4.3: The corresponding BDD for the transition relation of the EFA in Figure 2.2.

corresponding transition relation for the EFA depicted in Figure 2.2 where each satisfying path from the root denotes an explicit state transition. Note that the BDD
depicted in Figure 4.3 does not contain the cases where sticks < 0 and sticks > 5.
The Boolean variables in the figure are labeled with numbers as follows.
X́ sticks = (x9 , x8 , x7 ) = (9, 8, 7), X sticks = (x6 , x5 , x4 ) = (6, 5, 4),
X́ L = (x3 ) = (3), X L = (x2 ) = (2), X Σ = (x1 , x0 ) = (1, 0),
and the encoding of locations, events, and the values of the variable sticks are shown
in Table 4.2. As an example, we note that (011 100 1 0 00) is a true assignment. This
assignment represents that the event player1rm1(011 100 1 0 00) is transited upon
from the Player1 location (011 100 1 0 00). This transition then reaches the Player2
location (011 100 1 0 00), changing the sticks from four (011 100 1 0 00) to three
(011 100 1 0 00).
As can be observed, the BDD in this example is larger than its corresponding
EFA in terms of the number of nodes, however, for larger models the BDDs typically
become more compact.
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Table 4.2: Event, location and variable encoding for the EFA in Figure 2.2.
Event

(x1 , x0 )

Location

x2

x3

sticks

(x6 , x5 , x4 )

(x9 , x8 , x7 )

player1rm1

(0, 0)

Player1

0

1

5

(1, 0, 1)

(1, 0, 1)

player1rm2

(0, 1)

Player2

1

0

4

(1, 0, 0)

(1, 0, 0)

player2rm1

(1, 0)

3

(0, 1, 1)

(0, 1, 1)

player2rm2

(1, 1)

2

(0, 1, 0)

(0, 1, 0)

1

(0, 0, 1)

(0, 0, 1)

0

(0, 0, 0)

(0, 0, 0)

4.2.3

Composed Model Representation

Having a number of DES models, i.e., deterministic FA or EFA, the transition relation
of the composed system can be either symbolically represented as a single BDD, or
as multiple BDDs through using partitioning techniques.
Monolithic Representation
Having a set of deterministic FA, A = {A1 , . . . , AN } where N ≥ 2, the BDD representing the transition relation of A = A1 || . . . ||AN can be computed in two steps.
First, we need to make all FA have the same alphabet. To this end, for each Ai
where i = 1, . . . , N , we attach a self-loop transition labeled with all σ ∈ ΣA \ΣAi to
all states of Ai . We then compute the characteristic function of A by performing a
logical AND on all characteristic functions that represent the transition relations of
V
A1 , . . . , AN , i.e., ∆A = N
i=1 ∆Ai .
Given a model containing a set of EFA, E = {E1 , . . . , EN }, the BDD representing
the transition relation of E = E1 || . . . ||EN , however, cannot be obtained by simply
conjuncting the BDDs representing the transition relations of all the included EFA,
due to those non-updated variables. If there exists a variable that is not updated
for a transition in the composed model E, the nodes corresponding to the Boolean
variables representing the updated values of this variable will not be present in the
BDD. Logically, this means that after the transition is taken, the value of the variable
can be any value in its domain. However, by Definition 2.4, it is the current value of
the variable that should remain after the transition is taken. On the other hand, one
might wonder why not consider encoding this “current” value when constructing the
characteristic functions for each individual EFA. However, the problem is that whether
a variable is updated for a transition labeled with an event cannot be determined until
all the transitions in E1 , . . . , EN labeled by the same event are considered.
In [38], the authors proposed an approach for constructing the monolithic BDD
representing the transition relation of E = E1 || . . . ||EN correctly, by taking into account the updates of variables in all the components simultaneously. Briefly speaking,
the approach computes the characteristic function (CF) of E in three steps:
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1. Compute a CF, representing the transition relation of E but without including
the Boolean variables for the updated values of variables.
2. Compute a CF, representing the set of transitions in E where the variables are
updated. In addition, compute another CF to represent all the transitions where
variables are not updated, and then perform a number of symbolic computations
on this CF to make those non-updated variables update to the previous values
(i.e., the source values). The resulting CF is obtained by performing the OR
operation on these two CFs.
3. Compute the CF representing the transition relation of E by conjuncting the
CFs computed from Step (1) and (2).
We refer readers to [38] for details of this encoding scheme.
Disjunctive Representation
Alternatively, the transition relation of the composed system can be symbolically represented as a set of BDDs through the adoption of either the disjunctive partitioning
technique or the conjunctive partitioning technique introduced in [67, 68]. In [Paper 1], these two techniques are evaluated on a set of benchmark examples. In this
work, we merely focus on two variants of the disjunctive partitioning technique.
For deterministic FA models, the automaton-based partitioning approach that is
introduced and formulated respectively in [111] and [Paper 1] can be used to represent the transition relation of the composed automaton. More specifically, let
A = {A1 , . . . , AN } where N ≥ 2 and ∆A1 , . . . , ∆AN be the corresponding BDDs representing the transition relations of A1 , . . . , AN . For each Ai , the automaton-based
partitioning approach constructs a BDD for Ai , representing the set of composed
transitions labeled with all σ ∈ ΣAi in A = A1 || . . . ||AN according to the following
steps:
1. Identify all the automata Aj ∈ A that interact with Ai ∈ A through any common
event. We shall denote by D(Ai ) the set of the automata that interact with Ai .
Hence,
D(Ai ) = {Aj ∈ A | i 6= j and ΣAi ∩ ΣAj 6= ∅}.
Then we construct a CF by performing the AND operation on all ∆Aj .
2. For all Aj ∈ D(Ai ), construct the CF representing the transition set {(q, σ, q 0 ) |
q, q 0 ∈ QAj and σ ∈ (ΣAi \ΣAj )}.
3. For all Ak ∈ A\D(Aj ) where Ak 6= Ai , construct the CF representing the
transition set {(q, σ, q 0 ) | q, q 0 ∈ QAk and σ ∈ ΣAi }.
4. Compute the target CF for Ai by utilizing the CFs computed from Step (1–3).
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The computations obtaining the aforementioned CFs are detailed in [Paper 1].
The partitioning representation of the transition relation of a composed EFA can
be symbolically computed by applying the event-based partitioning approach introduced in [Paper 2]. Let E = {E1 , . . . , EN } be a set of N ≥ 2 EFA defined over the
variable set v = (v1 , . . . , vn ). For each event σ ∈ ΣE , the event-based partitioning
approach constructs a BDD for σ, representing all the transitions in E = E1 || . . . ||EN
that are all labeled by event σ with the following steps:
1. Identify all the EFA, denoted by the set E σ , that contain the event σ in the
alphabets. That is, E σ = {Ei ∈ E | σ ∈ Σi }.
2. Compute a CF, representing the set of transitions in Eσ = ||E∈E σ E that are
all labeled with the event σ. The updating and non-updating of variables for
different composed transitions in Eσ are symbolically handled in this step. We
refer the reader to [Paper 2] for the detailed computations.
3. Compute a set of CFs, with each one representing the transition set {(q, σ, q 0 ) |
q, q 0 ∈ Ei where Ei ∈ E\E σ and q = q 0 }.
4. Compute the target CF for all events σ ∈ (Σ1 ∪ . . . ∪ ΣN ) by conjuncting the
CF computed in Step (2) and the set of CFs computed in Step 3.

4.3

Symbolic State-Space Exploration

Exploring state-spaces is the most fundamental and challenging task in the supervisor
synthesis. After representing DES models as BDDs, as shown in Section 4.3.1, the
state-space explorations can be carried out on BDDs with the provided set-based
symbolic operations.
However, a straightforward transformation from the explicit state-space enumeration methods into the BDD-based computation scheme does not guarantee that
synthesis will become remarkably efficient. This is because for the BDD-based algorithms, the computational complexity is no longer dependent on the number of states,
but on the sizes of the intermediate BDDs that are constructed for storing the explored states and transitions. As the intermediate BDDs are constructed during the
state-space exploration, a dramatic increase in the number of BDD nodes to represent
particular state or transition sets might occur.
In Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, we briefly report two symbolic techniques for the efficient state-space exploration with BDDs. In particular, for general DES, the first
technique enforces a structure for exploring the sought states on the underlying DES
state-space that is represented as a set of partitioned BDDs, in order to keep the intermediate BDDs as small as possible. The formal formulations of this technique are
respectively presented in [Paper 1] and [Paper 2] for deterministic FA and EFA models. By taking the advantage of some structural characterizations regarding the RAS
safety, the second technique focuses on the computation of boundary unsafe states
of the RAS-modeling EFA while avoiding the compete exploration of state-spaces.
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The detailed exposition of this technique can be found in [Paper 3]. In [Paper 4],
we combine these symbolic techniques for a more efficient computation of boundary
unsafe states in complex RAS.

4.3.1

Symbolic Safe State Synthesis

The safe-state-synthesis algorithm introduced in Chapter 2 can be transformed into
the corresponding symbolic version in a straightforward way. Having the BDD representing the transition relation of S0 = G||K, denoted by ∆S0 , and the BDDs χQm and
χQx that represent the set of marked states Qm and the set of the forbidden states
Qx , Algorithm 5 depicts the symbolic operations for computing all the states that are
coreachable to states in Qm and also do not belong to the set Qx .
Algorithm 5: Symbolic-Restricted-Backward
Input: χQm , χQx and ∆S0
Output: The BDD representing all the states in S0 that are coreachable to
Qm and not in Qx .
1 i := 0, χQ0 := χQm ∧ ¬χQx ;
2 repeat
3
i := i + 1;
4
χQi := χQi−1 ∨ preImage(∆S0 , χQi−1 [X Q → X́ Q ]) ∧ ¬χQx ;
5 until χQi ↔ χQi−1 ;
6 return χQi ;
In Line 4 of Algorithm 5, the preImage operator is defined as follows,
preImage(∆S0 , χQ ) = ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆S0 ∧ χQ ).
The preImage operator takes as input the BDDs representing a transition relation
∆S0 and a set of states χQ , and outputs a BDD representing all the states that are
one-step coreachable to χQ . For FA models, X́ Q denotes the set of Boolean variables
for encoding target states; for EFA models, X́ Q denotes the union of Boolean variables
for encoding locations and domains of variables, i.e., X́ Q = X́ L ∪ X́ D . Note that when
applying the preImage operation for computing more coreachable states, the state
set χQi needs to be represented by the target Boolean variables of X́ Q . To this end,
the operation [X Q → X́ Q ] in Line 4 is used to denote the replacement of all Boolean
variables of X Q by those of X́ Q , so that the coreachable states identified at each
iteration are eventually represented by X Q and the backward search can continue.
Example 4.3. To give a flavor of how Algorithm 5 works, we apply it to the BDDbased representation of the stick-picking game introduced in Chapter 2 and describe
the first iteration of computations for expanding the coreachable state set. Please
refer to Figure 4.4 throughout the following demonstration.
To symbolically compute the coreachable states, Algorithm 5 starts with the
marked state (Player2, Stick0) in Figure 4.4. This state is represented as (··· 000 · 1 ··)
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!player2rm1
011 100 0 1 10

player1rm1
100 101 1 0 00
(Player1,Stick5)

(Player2,Stick4)

(Player1,Stick3)

!player2rm2
player1rm2
010 100 0 1 11
001 011 1 0 01
!player2rm1
player1rm1
010 011 0 1 10
001 010 1 0 00
(Player2, Stick3)
(Player1, Stick2)
(Player2, Stick1)

player1rm2
011 101 1 0 01

player1rm2
000 010 1 0 01
!player2rm2
001 011 0 1 11

(Player2, Stick0)

player1rm1
010 011 1 0 00

!player2rm1
000 001 0 1 10

player1rm1
000 001 1 0 00
(Player1, Stick1)

(Player2, Stick2)
!player2rm1
001 010 0 1 10

(Player1, Stick0)
!player2rm2
000 010 0 1 11

Figure 4.4: The supervisor candidate S0 = Player||Stick where all the unreachable
states are omitted for simplicity. Events prefixed with the exclamation mark (!) are
uncontrollable events. The binary numbers are the respective transition encodings
that correspond to the true assignments of the BDD in Figure 4.3.

that indicates the vector of values assigned to the Boolean variables x9 , . . . , x0 , where
the · sign denotes the “don’t care”. As depicted in Line 4 of Algorithm 5, the symbolic
operation first assigns the values 0001 to the Boolean variables x9 , x8 , x7 , x3 that are
used for encoding the target states while the values of x6 , x5 , x4 , x2 become the don’tcare. That is, the encoding of the marked state becomes (000 · · · 1 · · ·) presenting
that the target number of sticks is 0, and the target location is Player2. This expression, represented as a BDD, is conjuncted with the BDD for the transition relation
depicted in Figure 4.3, and then satisfying assignments to the variables corresponding
to the don’t-care are found. The operation results in two transitions, (000 001 1 0 00)
and (000 010 1 0 01) that are shown in Figure 4.4. These transitions represent that
the number of sticks goes from 1 to 0, and 2 to 0, respectively, as Player1 takes 1
and 2 sticks, moving from the location Player1 to location Player2, on the respective
events player1rm1 and player1rm2.
Next, Algorithm 5 needs to identify the source states of these two transitions. So
the target state and event bits are marked as don’t-care, giving (· · · 001 · 0 · ·) and
(· · · 010 · 0 · ·). These bit-vectors represent the two states (Player1, Stick1) and
(Player1, Stick2), that later are collected into the χQi . The algorithm continues to
iterate over the coreachable states, until no more coreachable states are found.
The symbolic versions of the restricted forward search (Algorithm 4) and the
uncontrollable backward search (Algorithm 3) of the safe-state-synthesis algorithm
can be similarly transformed, and thus, they are omitted.
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4.3.2

State-Space Exploration on Partitioned BDDs

It can be observed from Algorithm 5 that the basic symbolic algorithm for computing
reachable or coreachable states requires a single BDD representing the monolithic
transition relation of S0 . However, for many practical applications, the size of this
BDD might be too large to be constructed. Moreover, since the computational complexity for BDD-based symbolic computation is no longer dependent on the number
of states but on the number of nodes in the BDDs, performing the breadth-first search
on this entire BDD might lead to a huge number of nodes in the intermediate BDDs
during the state-space exploration.
Through employing the disjunctive partitioning techniques, as explained in Section 4.2.3, the transition relation of S0 can be symbolically represented as a set of
smaller BDDs that represent a set of partial transition relations, with each one corresponding to a particular finite automaton or event. Having a disjunctive representation of S0 , collectively denoted by ∆1 , . . . , ∆n , n ≥ 2, the preImage operation
depicted in Algorithm 5 can be changed accordingly as follows.
preImage(∆S0 , χQ ) = ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆S0 ∧ χQ )


= ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆1 ∨ . . . ∨ ∆n ) ∧ χQ




= ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆1 ∧ χQ ) ∨ . . . ∨ (∆n ∧ χQ )









= ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆1 ∧ χQ ) ∨ . . . ∨ ∃X́ Q ∪ X ΣS0 . (∆n ∧ χQ )
(4.3)
That is, instead of manipulating one monolithic BDD, we can identify the set of
coreachable states from the state-space by iterating each partial transition relation,
that, in most cases, is substantially smaller than the monolithic BDD ∆S0 .
The adoption of the disjunctive partitioning technique and the updated preImage
operation described in (4.3), however, does not address the problem of the large sizes
of intermediate BDDs during the state-space exploration. The updated preImage
essentially performs a breadth-first search on the set of partial transition relations.
This symbolic computation scheme identifies the coreachable states in an almost
random manner, which prevents the BDD reductions being applied in the intermediate
BDDs to the maximal extent. Therefore, sizes of these relevant BDDs might become
extremely large, causing the state-space explosion.
To reach significant BDD reduction it is crucial to explore the search space in a
structured way. In [Paper 1] and [Paper 2], we proposed two symbolic algorithms for
the efficient state-space exploration. The workset algorithm of [Paper 1] is a variant
and an extension of the algorithm of [34] and [66] that is based on the automatonbased representation of the state-space of DES modeled by FA. The extended workset
algorithm proposed in [Paper 2], on the other hand, is an event-based partitioning
algorithm that is applicable to both FA and EFA models. More specifically, taking as
input the BDD representing the initial state of S0 and the set of BDDs representing
the set of partial transition relations, the extended workset algorithm maintains a
set of active partial transition relations during the execution. For each iteration,
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the partial transition relation where new states are most likely to be identified by
the existing states, is selected for the exploration. If more states are found, some
transition relations that are relevant to the chosen one are appended in the workset
for further exploration. The algorithm terminates when there is no partial transition
relation left in the workset.
For a more detailed exposition of these two symbolic algorithms and the proof of
correctness, refer to [Paper 1] and [Paper 2].

4.3.3

Partial State-Space Exploration for RAS

In comparison with general DES, RAS possess some special structural characteristics
that can be utilized to design the maximally permissive DAP more efficiently. In
[Paper 4] and [Paper 5], we have a symbolic framework for this purpose. More specifically, by modeling any given RAS instance as EFA, the proposed framework employs
several BDD-based algorithms for symbolically computing the target DAP. Besides
the employment of symbolic computation, additional efficiencies for the algorithms
are obtained from the fact that they avoid the complete exploration of the underlying
RAS state-space. This capability is established upon the crucial fact that, in the
considered RAS dynamics, unsafety is defined by inevitable absorption into the system deadlocks. Therefore, the target unsafe states can be retrieved by a computation
that starts from the RAS deadlocks and “backtraces” the RAS state-space until it hits
the boundary between the safe and unsafe subspaces. Furthermore, the entire set of
boundary unsafe states can be effectively represented by its minimal elements since
the notion of unsafety presents a monotonicity property that endows this set with
properties similar to those of a right-closed set [80]. In this section, we illustrate the
two symbolic algorithms of [Paper 3], by computing the DAP for the RAS instance
introduced in Example 3.1 of Chapter 3.
In the sequel, these computations are illustrated on the EST model in Figure 4.5.
The depicted EST model includes only the RAS feasible states that are reachable
from the initial and target state s0 . In the approaches presented in [Paper 3] and
[Paper 4], this depicted EST, together with other unreachable states and infeasible
states, is symbolically represented by BDDs. For reasons that will become clear in
the following, it is pertinent to assume that the BDD that represents the transition
relation of EST(E), denoted by ∆E , is partitioned into two BDDs ∆L and ∆A that
collect respectively the transitions in ∆E corresponding to the transitions labeled by
the loading events, and the transitions labeled by the process-advancing events.
Identification of the feasible deadlock states The deadlock states pursued
in this work are those states from where no process-advancing events can occur.
With ∆E available, this set of states can be symbolically computed as follows. First,
we collect the set of all the target states of the transitions in ∆E and denote it as
the set T ; obviously, T contains all the states si , i = 1, ..., 11, but it also contains
other infeasible states. Then, we collect the set of all the source states of the transitions in ∆A and denote it as the set E, i.e., E = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s9 }. The
reader should note that states s0 , s7 , s8 ∈
/ E, since none of the relevant transitions
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s0
00 00 111
hΞ12 , Ξ13 i

hΞ12 , Ξ13 i

J1 _load
s6
11 00 001

J1 _load
s1
10 00 011

hΞ11 , Ξ12 i
s3
01 00 101

J2 _load

J2 _load

hΞ11 , Ξ12 i
s7

hΞ21 , Ξ22 i
s5
00 01 101

hΞ21 , Ξ22 i
s8

J1 _load

10 10 010

J1 _load

hΞ22 , Ξ23 i

J1 _load
s4

01 10 100

J2 _load

J2 _load
s2
00 10 110

10 01 001

hΞ22 , Ξ23 i

J2 _load
s9
00 11 100
J1 _load

J2 _load

s10

s11

11 10 000

10 11 000

Figure 4.5: The EST model of the EFA E that is composed of the two EFA E(J1 )
and E(J2 ) depicted in Figure 3.3. In the depicted EST, solid lines denote the loading transitions while dashed lines denote the process-advancing transitions. States
depicted in red are unsafe.
hs0 , J1 _load, s1 i, hs0 , J2 _load, s2 i, hs7 , J1 _load, s10 i and hs8 , J2 _load, s11 i belongs
to ∆A . The set of deadlock states, D, is obtained by removing from set T the initial
state s0 , and the states belonging to the set E.
Since the set D is computed from the entire set of transitions that is contained
in ∆E , it might contain deadlock states that are infeasible (i.e., they violate the
constraints of (3.2)). The presence of these infeasible states in D would increase
unnecessarily the computational cost of the second stage. Hence, as the last step, the
symbolic representation of D, χD , is filtered through its conjunction with the BDD
χF that encodes the constraints (3.2), in order to obtain the set of feasible deadlock
states, F D. For the EST shown in Figure 4.5, F D = {s7 , s8 , s10 , s11 }.
Identification of the feasible boundary unsafe states Having obtained the
set F D of the feasible deadlock states, the algorithm proceeds with the symbolic
computation of the feasible boundary unsafe state set, denoted by F B. We employ
the set U to collect all the identified unsafe states. At each iteration, the set Unew
defines the set of the unsafe states that are to be processed at that iteration, through
one-step-backtracking in ∆E in an effort to reach and explore new states. Both U
and Unew are initialized to F D.
We start with the extraction of all states that can be reached from Unew by backtracing some transitions in ∆A . We shall denote the set of extracted states and
transitions respectively by the sets S Û and ∆Û . With respect to the EST depicted in
in Figure 4.5, the state s4 ∈ S Û and ∆Û = {(s4 , hΞ11 , Ξ12 i, s7 ), (s4 , hΞ21 , Ξ22 i, s8 )}.
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We then perform a one-step forward search over ∆A with the states in S Û and
collect all the transitions of ∆A with the source states belonging to S Û . The set
of these identified and collected transitions is denoted by ∆SA ; clearly, ∆SA =
{(s4 , hΞ11 , Ξ12 i, s7 ), (s4 , hΞ21 , Ξ22 i, s8 )} in the considered EST. By removing from ∆SA
all the transitions belonging to ∆Û 1 and extracting the corresponding source states,
we can identify all the states that are not unsafe states at the current iteration. Moreover, if we remove these states from S Û , new unsafe states at the current iteration can
be obtained. In the considered EST, since ∆SA = ∆Û , the state s4 is a newly identified unsafe state. Hence, at the end of the current iteration, U = {s4 , s7 , s8 , s10 , s11 },
and for the next iteration of the search process, Unew = {s4 }. The backward search
process terminates after the second iteration, since no unsafe state can be identified from the state s4 . At this point, the symbolic approach proceeds to extract the
boundary states from the state set U . For that, the symbolic computations extract
from ∆E all the transitions with the target states belonging to the states in U ; the
relevant transition set is denoted by ∆B . Next, the algorithm retrieves from ∆B the
transition set ∆SB , where the source states of the included transitions are safe states.
Finally, the boundary unsafe state set F B is obtained by extracting the target states
from ∆SB . For the depicted EST, after performing the aforementioned operations,
we have F B = {s4 , s7 , s8 , s10 , s11 }.
Identification of the minimal boundary unsafe states. An important implication of the invariants of (3.2) is that, at any feasible state of the underlying EFA
state-space, the values of the resource variables can be induced from the values of
the instance variables. In other words, it is sufficient to have the specification of its
process variables to uniquely determine the feasible state s of the considered EST.
Hence, one can obtain a more compact symbolic representation of the set of feasible
boundary unsafe states, χF B , by eliminating from the elements of χF B the values
that correspond to the resource variables. Letting X R and X I respectively denote
the Boolean variables representing the values of the resource variables vri , i = 1, 2, 3,
this elimination can be performed through the following existential quantification:
χF B := ∃(X R ∪ X I ). χF B .

(4.4)

For the considered example, the state set F B that is returned by the operation of
Eq. (4.4) can be represented as follows:
F B = {1010(s4 ), 0110(s7 ), 1001(s8 ), 1110(s10 ), 1011(s11 )}.
Given any two feasible boundary unsafe states s, s0 represented according to the
logic of (4.4), we consider the ordering relation “≤” on them that is defined by the
application of this relation componentwise; i.e.,
s ≤ s0 ⇐⇒ (∀k = 1, . . . , K, s[k] ≤ s0 [k]),

(4.5)

1

In the general case, we also need to remove from ∆SA the transitions that were identified and
collected into ∆Û from the earlier iterations.
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where s[k] and s0 [k] are the values of the k-th instance variable for s and s0 . Furthermore, we use the notation ‘<’ to denote that the condition (4.5) holds as strict
inequality for at least one component vk ∈ {v1 , . . . , vK }. It is shown in [80] that
if state s is unsafe and state s0 satisfies s ≤ s0 , then the state s0 is also unsafe.
Hence, under the state representation of (4.4), the set F B can be effectively defined
by the subset of its minimal elements. We shall denote this subset by F B, i.e.,
F B ≡ {s ∈ F B | @s0 ∈ F B s.t. s0 < s}. A symbolic algorithm for the computation
of F B from F B is provided in [Paper 3]. We also note, for completeness, that in the
considered example, F B = {s4 , s7 , s8 }.

4.4

Experimental Results

The BDD-based symbolic algorithms for representing and exploring state-spaces of
DES models that are briefly discussed in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, respectively, have
been implemented and integrated into the software tool Supremica [23, 24, 25]. In this
section, we discuss the experimental results obtained by applying these implemented
algorithms on a set of academic and industrial examples. For the detailed discussions,
we refer readers to the appended papers.
Table 1 of [Paper 1] shows the comparison between the presented workset algorithm and one existing symbolic algorithm that uses the conjunctive partitioning
technique to represent and explore state-spaces. The benchmark examples used in the
experiments are all modeled as deterministic FA. As can be seen from the results reported in the table, the workset algorithm clearly demonstrates better computational
efficiency in terms of both time and memory usage, compared to the other symbolic
algorithm. Moreover, Table 2 of [Paper 1] compares the computation time of the
workset algorithm using different heuristics for selecting partial transition relations
during the execution of the algorithm.
In [Paper 2], the comparison is made between the symbolic algorithm presented
in [38] and the extended workset algorithm by applying them on the set of DES
examples that are modeled as EFA. It can be observed from Table 3 of [Paper 2] that
both the algorithm of [38] and the extended workset algorithm can handle a number
of relatively large examples and synthesize the supervisors in a short time. However,
the extended workset algorithm exhibits better scalability comparing to the algorithm
of [38], as indicated by the maximal size of the intermediate BDDs constructed in
the state-space exploration. The data obtained in this comparison also confirms the
statement that the complexity of symbolic computation using BDDs is not dependent
on the number of states, but on the sizes of intermediate BDDs.
In [Paper 3], we report the results from a series of computational experiments in
which the proposed algorithm is applied on a number of randomly generated instantiations of different RAS classes. The comparison of the computation time and the
maximal memory usage is made between the proposed algorithm and a variant of the
symbolic algorithm presented in [38]. As shown in Table 1 of [Paper 3], by taking
advantage of the particular structure properties, the proposed algorithm avoids the
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full exploration of the state-spaces of the RAS instances. Hence, the proposed algorithm requires fewer iterations to compute the target unsafe states than the existing
approach, and it tends to have better computation time. Furthermore, the avoidance
of the exploration of the whole RAS state-space enables less memory during its execution, especially for RAS instances with small unsafe state regions. Also, [Paper 3]
compares the computation time of the proposed algorithm to the computation time
of the algorithm presented in [105]. The obtained results reveal that for the RAS
instances with simple linear process flows and simple or conjunctive resource allocation, the proposed algorithm outperforms the algorithm of [105]. Some of the largest
cases suggest that the gains attained by the symbolic algorithm can be up to two
orders of magnitude faster. On the other hand, for RAS instances possessing routing
flexibility, the algorithm of [105] is competitive to the symbolic algorithm.
The symbolic algorithm presented in [Paper 3] for computing the boundary unsafe
states is carried out on the monolithic symbolic representation of the underlying RAS
state-space. In [Paper 4], an attractive symbolic algorithm is presented for computing
the target critical states from multiple simpler BDDs rather than a single monolithic
one. Table 1 of [Paper 4] reports the experimental results of applying this symbolic
algorithm to the same set of RAS instances used in [Paper 3]. The perusal of the
data shown in the table reveals that the proposed algorithm is more efficient in terms
of its memory requirements compared to the symbolic algorithm of [Paper 3], for all
the tested RAS instances. The computation time is also improved for most of the
RAS instances with simple linear process flows and simple or conjunctive resource
allocation.
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Case Study
In this chapter, an industrial example is presented to illustrate the EFA modeling
framework and the symbolic approaches that are introduced in [Paper 1] and [Paper 2].
The case study is based on an example introduced in [112] where it was used to
compare different formal approaches to develop control logic for coordinating the
manufacturing systems. This chapter is based on the book chapter [113] where the
author of this thesis was responsible for developing the EFA model and applying the
proposed symbolic approaches to compute and represent the supervisor. In [Paper 5],
another case study is represented to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
approaches of [Paper 3] and [Paper 4] to the elimination of deadlocks in multithreaded
software.

5.1

The Manufacturing System

The book [112] systematically presents and compares 18 different approaches to the
control of a real-world production cell. The example has also been treated by other
researches, among them [114, 115]. The system models part of an actual metalprocessing plant, where metal blanks are fed into the system on a feed belt, are
picked up by a robot that places the blanks in a press, and when the metal blank has
been pressed, the same robot picks it out of the press and puts it on a deposit belt.
The description of the process largely follows [112] and [114]. However, our example will include the test unit that is described in [115], and assume that there are at
most two blanks on the belts.

5.1.1

The Plant

The system involves seven manufacturing devices set up in a specific configuration,
see Figure 5.1. The devices are a feed belt, a rotating elevating table, a two-armed
robot, a press, a deposit belt, a traveling crane, and a test unit.
The feed belt is a conveyor belt that can transport metal blanks from west to
east. When the motor is turned on, the belt moves eastward transporting metal
blanks placed on it. A binary sensor at the eastern side outputs a logical 1 when a
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Figure 5.1: Layout of the example cell. Note that the initial system state is depicted.
The arrows depict the flow of metal blanks.
metal blank is detected. The feed belt can be loaded with metal blanks from either
the traveling crane, or from the input.
The rotary elevating table is basically a buffer of size one. It can rotate to be
in line with the feed belt, or to be in a position for a metal blank to be picked by
the robot. The table can also move up and down between two positions. The lower
position is aligned with the feed belt, and the upper position is aligned with the robot.
The robot is fitted with two arms, arm1 and arm2 , see Figure 5.1. These arms
are placed on different heights and are not vertically movable. At the end of each arm
there is an electromagnet. When activated, the magnet picks up any metal blank in
the close vicinity, and when deactivated any metal blank held will be dropped. The
robot can rotate arbitrarily, both clockwise and counter-clockwise. Extraction and
detraction of arm1 and proper rotation allow the robot to pick metal blanks from the
rotating elevating table, and to load the press. Similarly, arm2 allows the robot to
unload the press, and also to drop blanks at the deposit belt.
The press consists of two horizontal plates, between which it forges metal blanks
by pressing the lower plate up against the upper plate. To be loaded with a blank,
the press has to lower its plate to a middle position, and to be unloaded, the press
has to lower its plate to the bottom position.
The deposit belt transports metal blanks from east to west, see Figure 5.1. Similarly to the feed belt, there is a sensor at the far west end that detects metal blanks.
And similarly to the feed belt, and as assumed by [114], the deposit belt has room
for only two metal blanks.
At the end of the deposit belt, there is a test unit which, when the deposit belt
sensor is activated, determines whether the metal blank was forged correctly. The
test unit emits a logical 1 if the metal blank has been correctly forged, and a logical
0 if not. The test unit requires the deposit belt to be stopped when a metal blank is
detected at the sensor, otherwise it does not have ample time for its assessment.
Furthermore, the deposit belt is unloaded either to the external storage or by the
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traveling crane. A metal blank sensed at the sensor is moved to the external storage
by simply running the belt until the blank is no longer detected by the sensor.
The traveling crane can pick up metal blanks from the deposit belt and transport
them to the feed belt. To pick up blanks, the deposit belt has to be stopped, but the
traveling crane can drop blanks on the feed belt even if it moves.

5.1.2

The Specification

For the system to function properly we need to impose a number of requirements.
These are both safety requirements and liveness requirements. These requirements
will correspond to the controllability and non-blocking properties of the supervisor,
respectively.
As described by [112], the safety requirements concern four basic principles:
- Limitations on machine mobility; the robot, rotating table, press, and traveling
crane must not move too far, otherwise they may be damaged.
- Collisions avoidance; when extracting its arms, the robot must not collide with
the press.
- Not drop metal blanks on the shop floor; blanks must be handled so that they
are always held by some device.
- Sufficient separation of metal blanks on the belts; for the sensors to be able to
distinguish between the metal blanks, and to be able to stop before a metal
blank falls off at the end of a belt, metal blanks have to be separated by some
minimal distance.
Some of these requirements will be taken care of by the assumed inherent behavior
of the plant, while others need to formulated as specifications so that the synthesized
supervisor will guarantee that they are upheld.

5.2

The Model

A typical manufacturing system comprises a set of interacting manufacturing devices
arranged in some specific configuration. In the example cell, the devices are the
robot, the belts, press etc, and the configuration relates to the particular layout.
Inherent device functionality arises due to the specific level of “intelligence” of a
device, meaning that the actions that it can perform are more or less low-level. Also,
inherent system functionality arises due to the configuration; two devices may interact
only if their physical boundaries are aligned. In the example cell, the feed belt can
interact with the crane and the rotating table, but not directly with any other device,
simply due to the layout of the cell.
The level of “intelligence” of the devices naturally affects what can be considered
as plant and what can be considered as specification. Typical for real-life industrial
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systems is that there are low-level safety functionality implemented in code that
guarantees that the devices do not break themselves. Industrial devices are simply
too costly not to have this low-level safety functionality implemented. For instance,
movable devices are typically equipped with safety mechanisms that prevent their
motors from continuing to run, and hence risk burning or otherwise breaking, at an
end-point. Thus, this safety requirement is naturally integrated into the plant model.
On the other hand, safety requirements that concern the interaction between two
devices are typically not implemented as part of the physical plant. Therefore, it is
not reasonable to model such requirements as part of the plant, but they must be
regarded as specification. If the plant models a system where no devices can collide,
for instance, then the specification cannot require avoidance of any states where the
devices do collide.
However, there exists behavior that can be either modeled as plant, or specification. For instance, in the example cell there is a requirement that blanks on the
feed belt must be physically separated. We can model this as part of the plant, in
effect saying that the plant is physically incapable of placing blanks too close to each
other. Or we can allow blanks to be put arbitrarily close on the feed belt and then
add a specification that forbids the blanks to be placed improperly. In either case,
the controlled system would exhibit the same behavior (assuming we got everything
modeled correctly), but from two different conceptualizations of the system.
As an example of this plant/specification separation problem, we can note that
in [114], the feed belt can initially not move forwards unless a metal blank is put on
it. However, in practice the feed belt motor can be started and stopped irrespective
of whether any metal blanks are on the feed belt or not. We may not want to move
the feed belt unless a metal blank is on it, but this is then a specification and not an
inherent property of the plant.
The Plant Model
In the plant model the respective device and configuration components should be
clearly distinguishable.
The feed belt consists of a motor and a sensor. The physical local configuration
requires the motor to be running for the sensor to be able to sense a metal blank.
When a blank has been sensed by the sensor, it cannot be “unsensed” unless the
motor continues to run to make the blank leave the sensor. Furthermore, once a
blank has been sensed, stopping the motor will make the blank remain at the sensor.
After being stopped, the motor can be started again. The feed belt can be described
by the EFA in Figure 5.2.
There are three variables associated with the feed belt, f b_motor, f b_sensor and
f b_size. The first two represent the state of the motor and sensor, respectively. It
can be argued that these variables are superfluous, since the same information can
be conveyed by the locations of the EFA in Figure 5.2. But since actions cannot
refer to locations currently, these Boolean variables are necessary. The third variable,
f b_size models the number of blanks on the feed belt. Thus, its domain is {0, 1, 2},
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FB_Start
f b_motor = 1

FB_Stop
f b_motor = 0

!FB_Sensor_On
f b_motor == 1 ∧
f b_sensor == 0 ∧
f b_size > 0
f b_sensor = 1

!FB_Sensor_Off
f b_motor == 1 ∧
f b_sensor == 1 ∧
f b_size > 0
f b_sensor = 0

FB_Stop
f b_motor = 0

FB_Start
f b_motor = 1

Figure 5.2: Feed belt model.
since we can have at most two blanks on the belt.
Note that the feed belt model does not include any “knowledge” about the crane
or the table. This is configuration matter that will be treated shortly, once we have
discussed the rotating table.
The rotating elevating table can rotate horizontally and elevate vertically. The
rotation is constrained to two distinct positions, the 0 degree in line with the feed
belt, which is the initial state, and the rotated 50 degrees to align with the robot
pick-up position. Likewise, the elevation is constrained to two positions, the initial
bottom position aligned with the feed belt and the top position aligned with the
robot pick-up position. The EFA modeling the rotation and elevation are depicted in
Figure 5.3.
There are five Boolean variables associated with the table, two for the motors,
ta_hmotor and ta_vmotor, representing the horizontal and vertical movement motors, respectively; two for the position sensors, ta_hsensor and ta_vsensor, sensing
the horizontal and vertical positions, respectively; and ta_size, which records whether
a blank is on the table or not.
Note that since the up-down and left-right movements are independent, there is no
local configuration to model any interaction between the two sub-models of Figure 5.3.
There must, however, exist system configuration to model the passing of a blank
from the feed belt to the table. If a blank is at the feed belt sensor, and the feed belt
motor runs, the blank will eventually disappear from the feed belt. But where will it
go? If the table is in its initial position, down and at 0 degrees, then the blank will
pass from the feed belt to the table. If the table is at any other position the blank
will fall on the floor. Thus, the configuration that ties together the feed belt and the
table, looks like in Figure 5.4.
The configuration encodes the logical effect when the blank leaves the feed belt.
If the table is aligned correctly with both horizontal and vertical movement stopped,
then the blank is taken from the feed belt to the table. This is captured by the upper
self-loop in Figure 5.4. However, if the table is not properly aligned or it still moves,
then the blank simply disappears from the feed belt.
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Rotate_Right
ta_hmotor = 1

!Reach_50
ta_hmotor == 1
ta_hsensor = 1
ta_hmotor = 0

!Reach_0
ta_hmotor == 1
ta_hsensor = 0
ta_hmotor = 0

Rotate_Left
ta_hmotor = 1
(a) Horizontal rotation.

Elevate_Up
ta_vmotor = 1

!Reach_Top
ta_vmotor == 1
ta_vsensor = 1
ta_vmotor = 0

!Reach_Bottom
ta_vmotor == 1
ta_vsensor = 0
ta_vmotor = 0

Elevate_Down
ta_vmotor = 1
(b) Vertical movement.

Figure 5.3: EFA for rotating elevating table.

!FB_Sensor_Off
(ta_hsensor == 0 ∧ ta_hmotor == 0) ∧
(ta_vsensor == 0 ∧ ta_vmotor == 0)
f b_size = f b_size − 1
ta_size = ta_size + 1
!FB_Sensor_Off
ta_hsensor == 1 ∨ ta_hmotor == 1 ∨
ta_vsensor == 1 ∨ ta_vmotor == 1
f b_size = f b_size − 1

Figure 5.4: Configuration for feed belt and rotating table.

In some sense, the variable ta_size implements a virtual sensor. Since there is
no actual sensor on the device to tell if a blank is on it or not, this has to be taken
care of by the control system through maintaining the internal variable ta_size that
acts as such a sensor. Also note that the blank falling on the floor is possible but
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unwanted behavior. Thus, we will have to formulate a specification to avoid it.
The robot consists of several components. It has two arms that can individually
be extracted and retracted. Each arm is equipped with an electromagnet that can
individually be activated and deactivated. There is also a motor to rotate the robot
clockwise and anti-clockwise.
A typical manufacturing robot comes equipped with a sophisticated local control
system. Thus, it is reasonable to regard the robot as a rather “intelligent” device,
which handles much of its own safety. However, in our case we assume that the robot
only handles its own local components and their configuration, it does not interact
by itself with other devices. In particular, the robot is not “intelligent” enough to not
risk colliding with the press if an arm is extended towards the press while the press
is forging a blank. Thus, this unwanted behavior needs to be specified and imposed
on the closed-loop system by the supervisor.
Though the robot can rotate arbitrarily, only rotation to three positions are relevant in this particular system, namely rotating so that
1. arm1 can reach a blank on the rotating table;
2. arm1 can load the press, and arm2 can put a forged blank on the deposit belt;
3. arm2 can unload the press.
So, the rotation of the robot is quantized to these specific positions, and no others will
be possible in the system. Admittedly, this is a case of where the plant model imposes
restrictions that could equally be regarded as specification, but as the local controller
of the robot only allows rotation to these specific positions, this is an inherent behavior
of the physical plant. Note that this immediately takes care of the requirement to
not rotate the robot too far to any side; it is simply not possible in the plant. The
model for the robot arm2 is given in Figure 5.5.

arm2 _Extend
arm2 _ermotor = 1

!arm2 _Stop_Ex
arm2 _mOn
arm2 _ermotor == 1 robot_sensor == 1 ∧
arm2 _ermotor = 0
robot_motor == 0
arm2 _ersensor = 1 arm2 _pdmotor = 1

!arm2 _Stop_Re
arm2 _ermotor == 1
arm2 _ermotor = 0
arm2 _ersensor = 0

!arm2 _Stop_Re
arm2 _ermotor == 1
arm2 _ermotor = 0
arm2 _ersensor = 0
arm2 _Retract
arm2 _ermotor = 1

arm2 _Retract
arm2 _ermotor = 1

!arm2 _Stop_Ex
arm2 _mOff
robot_sensor == 2 ∧ arm2 _ermotor == 1
arm2 _ermotor = 0
robot_motor == 0
arm2 _pdmotor = 0 arm2 _ersensor = 1

arm2 _Extend
arm2 _ermotor = 1

Figure 5.5: EFA for robot arm 2. The model for arm 1 looks the same, except all
“arm2 ” are replaced by “arm1 ”.
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As can be seen in Figure 5.5, the arm can extend to carry out the task to pick up
(event arm2 _mOn) or drop (event arm2 _mOff) a blank. As soon as the respective task
is done, the arm retracts back. There are four Boolean variables:
1. arm2 _ersensor, to indicate whether the arm is extended or retracted;
2. arm2 _ermotor, to extend or retract the arm;
3. arm2 _pdmotor, to activate or deactivate the magnet to pick up or drop the
blanks;
4. arm2 _loaded, to tell whether there is a blank loaded.
The first three of these variables represent physical signals while arm2 _loaded is a
virtual sensor that keeps track of information necessary for control but for which no
physical sensor exists. Note that arm2 _loaded does not appear in the EFA for arm2,
since its value depends on the interaction between the press and the robot; when the
magnet of arm2 is activated with the arm extended into the press, arm2 _loaded will
be set to true only if the press has a blank. This is shown in Figure 5.7.
The local control system of the robot also guarantees that the robot never rotates with any arm extended, see the updates for the events Ro_Rotate_Left and
Ro_Rotate_Right in Figure 5.6. Thus, it is not possible for the robot to collide with
any device while rotating. Furthermore, the robot only activates or deactivates its
electromagnets when an arm is fully extracted, While retracted, the robot maintains
the state of the electromagnet, so it guarantees that no blanks held by it are dropped
while rotating.
Ro_Rotate_Left
arm1 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm1 _ermotor == 0 ∧
arm2 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm2 _ermotor == 0
robot_motor = 1
!Ro_Reach_50
robot_motor == 1
robot_motor = 0
robot_sensor = 0

!Ro_Reach_35
robot_motor == 1
robot_motor = 0
robot_sensor = 1

Ro_Rotate_Left
arm1 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm1 _ermotor == 0 ∧
arm2 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm2 _ermotor == 0
robot_motor = 1

Ro_Rotate_Right
arm1 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm1 _ermotor == 0 ∧
arm2 _ersensor == 0 ∧ arm2 _ermotor == 0
robot_motor = 1

!Ro_Reach_90
robot_motor == 1
robot_motor = 0
robot_sensor = 2

Figure 5.6: EFA for the robot base, which manages the rotation of the robot.
The robot model consists of these independent component models, the robot base
and the two arms. However, due to the physical system configuration, these must
be tied together with other devices through configurations. The two arms interact
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arm1 _mOff
(arm1 _loaded == 1 ∧ pre_sensor == 1 ∧
pr_motor = 0)
arm1 _loaded = 0
pr_loaded = 1
arm1 _mOff
arm1 _loaded == 0

arm1 _mOff
arm1 _loaded == 1 ∧
¬(pr_sensor == 1 ∧ pr_motor == 0)
arm1 _loaded = 0

Figure 5.7: Configuration for the interaction between robot arm1 and the press.
with the press and the elevating table. The model for the configuration governing the
interaction between the press and robot arm1 is shown in Figure 5.7.
The configuration for robot and the press in Figure 5.7 models that through the
event arm1 _mOff, a blank can be loaded on the press by arm1 (top self-loop), or the
blank can fall on the floor. If arm1 does not hold a blank, that is, arm1 _loaded == 0,
nothing will happen (left-most self-loop).
The Specification Model
The specification describes the desired or forbidden behavior. Naturally, only behavior that is possible in the plant is relevant, but there is really no reason to require
the specification to only describe possible behavior. In fact, it can be beneficial to
describe more than what is possible by a specific plant. The specification could, for
instance, include behavior that is relevant for another more capable plant, so that the
specification would be useful also in the future when the current plant is extended.
Or it could simply be easier to describe a larger behavior than the possible one as
desired (or forbidden). In any case, it is the intersection of the possible behavior
as described by the plant, and the desired/forbidden behavior as described by the
specification that is of real importance for the synthesis algorithm.
For the robot there are two specifications, one for the rotation Figure 5.8a, and
one for the arms Figure 5.8b.
The robot is allowed to turn right only if both arms are unloaded (see the self-loop
in Figure 5.8a). This means that it has dropped its blanks. Furthermore, the robot is
allowed to turn left (the Ro_Rotate_Left event) from the table to the press if arm1
is loaded. Then, it can continue to turn left in two situations:
1. For the first time, the press is empty, and arm2 is not loaded.
2. If the press is loaded, arm2 needs to wait for it to forge the blank and pick the
blank up before turning right.
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Ro_Rotate_Left
arm1 _loaded == 1
Ro_Rotate_Right
arm1 _loaded == 0 ∧
arm2 _loaded == 0
Ro_Rotate_Left
(arm2 _loaded == 0 ∧ pr_loaded == 0) ∨
(arm2 _loaded == 1 ∧ pr_loaded == 0)
(a) Specification for the robot rotation.

arm1 _mOff
arm1 _loaded == 1 ∧
pr_sensor == 1 ∧
pr_motor == 0

arm2 _mOn
pr_loaded == 1 ∧
pr_f orged == 1 ∧
pr_sensor == 0 ∧
pr_motor == 0

(b) Specification for the robot arms.

Figure 5.8: The two specifications for the robot.
These two conditions are captured by the guard on the Ro_Rotate_Left event going
from right to left in the bottom of Figure 5.8a.
The arm specification Figure 5.8b, allows arm1 to drop a blank (event arm1 _mOff)
and arm2 to pick a blank (event arm2 _mOn) only under the correct circumstances.
For arm1 this means that the arm must be loaded (arm1_loaded == 1), the press
is in the middle position (pr_sensor == 1) and is not moving (pr_motor == 0).
Note that the robot position does not need to appear in the specification, since the
local controller of the robot takes care of only deactivating the magnet in the right
position, compare Figure 5.5.
Similarly, the specification for arm2 allows arm2 to pick a blank (event arm2 _mOn),
only if there is a forged blank in the press, the press is in the bottom position and it
is not moving.

5.3

Synthesis and Guard Extraction

Given a set of EFA that describe the plant and the specification, synthesis of a supervisor that dynamically restricts the plant behavior to remain within the specification,
is the next step. In this section, we discuss the results obtained by applying the
proposed symbolic algorithms on the EFA modeling the manufacturing system. In
particular, we first apply the extended workset algorithm of [Paper 2] on the considered EFA to compute the BDD representing all the states belonging to the supervisor.
Subsequently, making use of the set of constructed partial transition relations, we apply the symbolical algorithm of [Paper 1] to generate the corresponding guards.
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Table 5.1: Comparison between two symbolic synthesis approaches.
The approach of [38]

The approach of [Paper 2]

Reachable

Supervisor

BDD Peak

Computation Time

BDD Peak

Computation Time

3.61 × 107

1.06 × 107

34689

40 sec.

1658

20 sec.

Table 5.2: Events and the numbers of logical terms of their supervisor guards.
Event

Number of terms

Event

Number of terms

Elevate_Up

55

Ro_Rotate_Right

285

arm1 _Extend

154

Crane_mOff

173

Add_Blank

768

FB_Start

514

Remove_Blank

24

Crane_mOn

42

Ro_Rotate_Right

115

arm2 _Extend

14

For the EFA model of the manufacturing system, the number of reachable states of
the composed system is 3.61 × 107 . Among the reachable states, the number of states
belonging to the synthesized supervisor is 1.06 × 107 . Hence, explicit enumeration of
such an enormous is hardly tractable. As shown in Table 5.1, by applying the symbolic
approach presented in [Paper 2] that uses the workset algorithm to explore the statespace, the supervisor can be synthesized in less than 20 seconds. The maximal number
of BDD nodes, i.e., BDD Peak, as the indication of the maximal memory usage during
the algorithm execution, is 1658. As a comparison, the symbolic algorithm introduced
in [38] is applied on the same EFA model and the results are reported in Table 5.1.
The supervisor is synthesized within 40 seconds. The maximal number of BDD nodes
allocated by the symbolic algorithm of [38] is 34689. Hence, for the manufacturing
system, the algorithm of [Paper 2] outperforms the algorithm of [38] in both of the
time and memory requirements.
As mentioned earlier, though the BDD-based synthesis is able to treat systems of
this size, it also brings a problem in that the result is not straightforwardly accessible.
Since the original EFA have been reformulated and encoded, it is cumbersome for
human users to relate each state to the corresponding BDD variables. To this end, it
would be much more convenient and natural to represent the BDD-based supervisor
in a form similar to the originally given models. This can be done by applying the
symbolic approach represented in [Paper 1] and [70] on the symbolically represented
supervisor to extract and represent the supervisor as Boolean expressions.
There are in total 52 events in the EFA modeling the considered system. Among
these, 42 events do not get assigned by any supervisor guards; these events are always
enabled by the supervisor. There are merely 10 events that do get supervisor guards
assigned, the guard sizes are given in Table 5.2. Note that the shape and size of the
supervisor guards vary significantly with the variable ordering of the BDD. Possibly,
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alternative variable ordering could give smaller sized guards than the ones in Table 5.2.
We will exemplify with the event arm2 _Extend that represents extending the
robot arm arm2 for unloading the press, see Figure 5.5. One conjunctive part1 of the
generated guard for this event is:
(pr_loaded 6= 0) ∧





(arm1 _loaded 6= 0) ∨ (arm2 .curr 6= arm2 _initial) . (5.1)

When the expression (5.1) is true, the event arm2 _Extend is enabled by the supervisor. More specifically, the event arm2 _Extend is enabled when the press is loaded,
and arm1 is loaded or arm2 is currently not in its initial location. Thus, there are
two situations.
1. The press is loaded and arm1 is loaded. This describes a situation where arm1
loads a blank from the table and the robot starts to turn left to the press.
The press is loaded, which indicates that the blank in it needs to be forged
and unloaded by arm2 . Under this circumstance, arm2 can extend if the robot
reaches the press and the press stays at the bottom.
2. The press is loaded and the current location of arm2 is not in the initial location (i.e., arm2 _initial). From the arm2 plant model (see Figure 5.5), it can
be observed that the event arm2 _Extend is enabled from only two locations;
the initial location and the location where arm2 has retracted. Therefore, the
current location of arm2 is in the latter location. Thus, the guard describes the
situation where arm1 has loaded a blank in the press while arm2 is positioned
above the deposit belt waiting to extend and unload the forged blank.
In this section, we apply the proposed symbolic algorithms on the EFA model
of the manufacturing system obtained from Section 5.2. The reported results have
clearly revealed the superiority of the extended workset algorithm of [Paper 2] with
respect to the prior work [38]. The synthesized supervisor, together with the constructed partial transition relations, is then fed into the algorithm of [Paper 1] to
extract additional guards to represent the supervisor, which makes the implementation of the supervisor straightforward in an industrial control system. Nevertheless,
for large systems, the supervisor guards typically become unwieldy due to their large
numbers of terms. One reason is that it is not easy to predict before hand how the
variable ordering affects the number of terms for the supervisor guards. Still, using
the don’t-care states together with some heuristic rules, some kind of compactness
can be achieved.

5.4

Summary

In this chapter, we have shown by a case study how: (i) EFA-based modeling can lead
to a compact and rather comprehensible representation of a large system; (ii) BDD1

The full representation of the genrated guard for the event arm2 _Extend is described in [113].
For simplicity and understandability, we only exemplify the considered part in this chapter.
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based synthesis that are presented in the appended papers can efficiently compute a
supervisor for such a large system of practical complexity and size; (iii) guards can
represent that supervisor as Boolean conditions that directly relate to the originally
given plant.
In [Paper 5], another case study is presented to demonstrate the applicability of
the proposed approaches of [Paper 3] and [Paper 4] to the elimination of deadlocks in
multithreaded software, which has been previously addressed by the Gadara project
[116, 22, 17]. By modeling a special kind of Petri net (i.e., Gadara net [22]) that
models the primitive lock acquisition into the equivalent EFA, [Paper 5] demonstrates
in detail how the set of minimal boundary unsafe states are symbolically computed.
In addition, the guard generation procedure is further extended to generate guards
from the BDD representing the minimal boundary unsafe states. For a more detailed
explanation of this case study, refer to [Paper 5].
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Contributions
Part II of this thesis consists of five papers. In this chapter, the contributions of the
included papers are summarized.

Paper 1
Zhennan Fei, Sajed Miremadi, Knut Åkesson, Bengt Lennartson. Symbolic State-Space Exploration and Guard Generation in Supervisory Control Theory. Agents and Artificial Intelligence – Communications in Computer and Information Science, by Joaquim Filipe and Ana Fred (eds),
Springer, vol. 271, pp. 161–175, 2013.
The main contribution of [Paper 1] is the adaption of a symbolic supervisory
synthesis approach from the prior work [34] to the guard generation procedure [70],
making it more applicable for industrial applications. In particular, by using one of
the partitioning techniques, i.e., the disjunctive partitioning technique, the proposed
approach splits the monolithic transition relation of DES modeled as deterministic FA
into a set of partial transition relations, that are used iteratively for the state-space exploration. The guard generation procedure is tailored to use the partitioned structure
to extract the simplified guards and attach them to the original models. Furthermore,
a comparison of algorithm efficiency between the two partitioning techniques is made
by applying them to a set of benchmark examples.

Paper 2
Zhennan Fei, Sajed Miremadi, Knut Åkesson, Bengt Lennartson. Efficient Symbolic Supervisor Synthesis for Extended Finite Automata. IEEE
Transactions on Control Systems Technology, in press, 2014.
In [Paper 1], the modeling formalism that is employed to model DES is deterministic FA. In [Paper 2], we focus on the EFA modeling framework and the corresponding
symbolic supervisor synthesis. The contributions of [Paper 2] include: (i) Applying
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the disjunctive partitioning technique to DES modeled as EFA by suggesting a new
way to construct the set of partial transition relations for the considered EFA model.
Each such partial transition relation corresponds to a particular event. (ii) Proposing
a new algorithm that exploits the disjunctive partial transition relations to compute
a BDD representing reachable states. It is shown through solving a set of benchmark
supervisory control problems that the proposed algorithm has improved scalability in
comparison to the symbolic approach presented in [38] due to its ability to explore
the state-space in a structured way, which can significantly alleviate the problem with
large intermediate BDDs.

Paper 3
Zhennan Fei, Spyros Reveliotis, Sajed Miremadi, Knut Åkesson. A BDDBased Approach for Designing Maximally Permissive Deadlock Avoidance
Policies for Complex Resource Allocation Systems. Submitted for a possible journal publication, 2014.
Starting from [Paper 3], we focus on the deadlock avoidance for resource allocation
systems that is a particular DES application domain arising in many contemporary
technological systems. The main contribution of [Paper 3] is the proposed symbolic
framework for the efficient development of the maximally permissive DAP of the
considered RAS. In particular, we first show how the considered RAS can be recast into the corresponding EFA model without losing any information necessary for
solving the deadlock avoidance problem. Secondly, we present a series of symbolic
algorithms for computing the minimal boundary unsafe states from the BDD-based
representation of the underlying state-space. The experimental results reveal that the
proposed symbolic computation enables the deployment of the maximally permissive
DAP for complex RAS with very large structure and state-spaces, with limited time
and memory requirements.

Paper 4
Zhennan Fei, Spyros Reveliotis, Knut Åkesson. Symbolic Computation of
Boundary Unsafe States in Complex Resource Allocation Systems using
Partitioning Techniques. Submitted for a possible journal publication,
2014.
The work presented in [Paper 4] enhances the results of [Paper 3] by introducing
an attractive algorithm for computing the boundary unsafe states in complex RAS.
Instead of performing all the computations on a monolithic BDD representing the
RAS state-space, this algorithm performs the identification of unsafe states individually on the event-based disjunctive representation of the transition relation of the
considered RAS-modeling EFA, i.e., the set of (substantially) smaller BDDs with each
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one corresponding to a particular event. In comparison with the presented approach
in [Paper 3], the algorithm presented in this work has better scalability due to the
lower memory requirement for its BDD-based implementation. Furthermore, with a
series of minor modifications, the proposed algorithm can be parallelized to further
improve its time requirement. The algorithm can be also easily extended to account
for uncontrollable RAS dynamics, where uncontrollability is defined either in terms
of the timing of some process-advancing events, or in terms of the routing decisions
at the various processing stages.

Paper 5
Zhennan Fei, Knut Åkesson, Spyros Reveliotis. Symbolic Computation
and Representation of Deadlock Avoidance Policies for Complex Resource
Allocation Systems with Application to Multithreaded Software. Submitted
to the 53rd IEEE Conference on Decision and Control (CDC), 2014.
The work presented in [Paper 5] extends the symbolic framework that was described in [Paper 3] and [Paper 4] by introducing a procedure that generates a set of
comprehensible “guard” predicates to represent the resulting DAP. By attaching them
to the original model, the generated predicates guard transitions to the states that
dominate some elements in the set of minimal boundary unsafe states. Furthermore,
this work applies the developed approaches to the problem of deadlock avoidance in
shared-memory multithreaded software, which has been previously addressed by the
Gadara project [116, 22, 17].
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Conclusions and Future Work
As one of the main obstacles when it comes to the analysis of large-scale DES, the
state-space explosion problem has been well-studied for decades in the relevant research communities. In brief, the problem arises from the inherent combinatorial
growth of the number of states as monolithic models are built. Thus, explicitly enumerating synchronized models with huge state-space fails due to time and memory
limits. On the other hand, a well-known approach for combating the state-space explosion is to symbolically represent discrete event system models and compute supervisors by using BDD, a compact and operation-efficient data structure for representing
Boolean functions.
One objective of this thesis is to develop symbolic BDD-based algorithms for the
effective and computationally efficient development of the maximally permissive control logic to guarantee that the behaviors of systems fulfill the specifications. Both
the considered plant and specification are modeled in the automaton-based modeling
framework, either as a set of deterministic FA or as a set of EFA. To perform the symbolic exploration on the state-space of the composed system efficiently, two strategies
are employed: (i) Making use of the disjunctive partitioning technique to construct a
set of partial transition relations with simpler structure and smaller sizes to represent
the monolithic transition relation of the composed system. Based on the disjunctive representation, a series of algorithms are proposed to traverse the state-space by
performing the symbolic computation on these partial transition relations iteratively.
(ii) Taking advantage of the structural properties possessed by the considered systems, e.g., RAS, the target control policy can be obtained by performing a partial
exploration of the underlying state-space. As presented in the included papers these
two strategies can be combined to result in a more efficient symbolic computation for
various classes of resource allocation systems.
The second objective of the thesis is to represent the result obtained from the symbolic approaches in a more comprehensible and transparent manner. As mentioned
earlier, representing the synthesized control logic that usually consists of a large number of states is a challengeable task. To this end, the thesis provides two extensions
to the previously published procedure for extracting guards and attaching them to
the original model to represent the resulting supervisor. First, by tailoring the guard
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procedure to use the disjunctive representation of the state-space to compute the sets
of states that are necessary for the guard generation, the guard generation procedure
is made more applicable for industrially interesting applications. Secondly, the procedure is extended to generate comprehensible guards from the maximally permissive
DAP for RAS. By attaching them to the original RAS-modeling EFA, the generated
predicates guard transitions to the states that dominate some elements in the set of
minimal boundary unsafe states.
The proposed framework including a number of BDD-based algorithms that are
presented in the thesis has been implemented in the supervisory control tool Supremica and applied to a set of academic and industrial DES for the supervisor synthesis
and guard generation. Also, extensive benchmarks reveal that the presented methodology can handle complex RAS structures with large state spaces that were previously
intractable. Hence, the presented framework holds a strong potential for providing
robust, practical and efficient solutions to a broad range of deadlock avoidance and
liveness-enforcing supervision problems that are experienced in the considered DES
application domain.
Future work
There are a number of directions towards which we could improve and extend the
work in future.
The main focus of this thesis has been on the symbolic supervisor synthesis for
DES modeled as deterministic FA or EFA. It would be interesting to investigate the
possibility of combining our symbolic approach with the techniques developed from
hierarchical approaches such as STS [65], or the compositional approaches [54] and
[56], to further improve the scalability and performance of our BDD-based symbolic
algorithms for supervisor synthesis. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the variable ordering
has a key impact on the sizes of BDDs in symbolic computation but finding an optimal
variable ordering is NP-complete. In this thesis, all the presented symbolic algorithms
employ the heuristics developed in [63]. It is believed that more investigations are
worth performing towards finding a better sub-optimal variable ordering, in order to
handle larger and more complicated supervisory control problems.
In the area of deadlock avoidance for RAS, it is also interesting to investigate
the possibility of extending the applicability of the presented symbolic algorithms
to RAS with infinite state spaces, for instance RAS with reader/writer (R/W) locks
that is considered in [117]. Finally, to be able to further shorten the guards, it is
also interesting to investigate the possibility of designing advanced techniques and
heuristics by exploiting the special structure of RAS.
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